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CCASIONALLY I HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY to go
fishing with my friend Archie. A fisherman of the highest
order, he has elevated this act of tricking fish into biting a
hook into something akin to high art or sacred ritual.
I was with Archie the day I caught my first snook, an event I
remember in cinematic detail: the tug of the line; the slant of the
morning light; the golden glimmer of the fish as it crested the water;
oLIr attempts to wrest the h00k out its mouth; and, finally, the
satisfaction ofwatching it swim away-smarter, I hoped, for this
near-death experience. Like most things in life, the joy of fishing, I’ve
learned, is more the pursuit than the catch.
I thought a lot about the joys of fishing as I read the articles in this
issue of FORUM. While some of us enjoy fishing as a hobby, it has
been away of life for Floridians since the Calusas speared and netted
fish in the estuaries of what are now Lee and Charlotte counties.
They thrived as a fishing culture as early as A. D.500, as pointed out
in the article by Darcie MacMahon and Bill Marquardt.
But now, as Mike Jepson notes in "A Cultural Sea Change,"
Florida’s commercial fishermen are nearly as endangered as some
our marine-life species. The escalating value of waterfront property
and the 1994 legislation banning entanglement nets have grounded
many fishermen and drastically altered their communities.
In the wake of the net ban, I attended an FHC-sponsored program
on Floridas fishing heritage in the Gulf Coast fishing village of
Cortex. The town seemed dejected and defeated. Most of its fishing
fleet was in port, and production at the fi5h house had plummeted.
Fisherman spoke poignantly about the changes to their way of life
and the threats to their community
Later I spoke about this experience with my fishing buddy
Archie. He had a different point ofview. He spoke of the declining
fi5h population and the danger that entanglement nets posed
to non-targeted species. This discussion left me awash in ethical
deliberations: Is human life more important than animal life or
plant life? Do mullet, sea turtles, dolphins, or the ocean have rights?
"Whose planet is this?
The ethical burden of living on this heavily populated but
extremely fragile ecosystem we call Florida weighs heavily on all of
us. Coming up with solutions on how to preserve this peninsula for
both human and non-human life requires wrestling with historical,
philosophical, religious, environmental, and legal questions. In other
words, we need to use the humanities to sort out such questions.
That is what FHC’s humanities speakers will focus on this year as
they appear in communities, large and small, across the state. Our
Road Scholars will examine vital questions about the relationship
people have with the environment. Log on to our websire at fiahum.
org/roadscholars for a complete list of programs. From presentations
about history and literature to discussions about art and philosophy,
we want to expand your experience and create new insights about
one of Florida’s biggest challenges: how to preserve and protect this
place we call home.
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Humanities Alive!

Remembering the Forgotten Coast

News of the Florida Humanities Council

Acclaimed writer Connie May Fowler hopes the last
vestige of ‘Real Florida’ can stay real.

The Prometheus Project
A humanities course sparks success.
By KAREN STEEN

fly CONNIE MAY FOWLER
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The Trade in Sea Sponges
A lucrative product causes a cultural clash.
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A Cultural Sea Change
Floridas fishing villages are almost gone,
pushed out by progress.
By MICHAEL JEP5ON

38

Fishing Ain’t No Easy Life

42

Deep-sea

By TINA

Old fishermen tell stories of life on the water.
B BEN GIUIEN

This is One Important Fish
44

Calusa
46

Honoring the Graves ofStrangers

No Shrimp. No Seafood. No Bait.

Book Briefs
An insightful report on the politics of paradise.
And, a celebration of Florida’s artists and writers.

A man restores respect for coastal pioneers.
B KAREN STEEN
48
24

Net Loss

A cultural and Culinary landmark is now closed.
By ANDREW Hush

These powerfUl people dominated South Florida.
By DARCIE A. MACMAHON AND WILLtAM H. MARQUARDT
20

The Net Ban Controversy

The oil paintings of Fort Pierce artist Philip S. Steel
reflect the lives and livelihood of local fishermen.

Joke about it-but you can’t deny its place in history.
B TtRRY TOMALIN
16

divers transform Tarpon Springs.
BuCuva,is

What led to the ban on key commercial fishing nets?
42

12

Sponge Divers Bring Greek Culture

Staying Connected to the Water

A Witness to History
The oldest lighthouse has seen dramas unfold.
By PAUL S. GEORGE

Cedar Key becomes a clamming capital.
fly MICHELLE ZACKS

52
28

Enclave ofHistory
Industrial ports on the St. Johns crowd New Berlin.
fly MARIA PADILLA

Scenes ofOld Florida
Images by artist Mario Sanchez and photographer
Patty DiRienzo reflect a Florida of the past.

alive.

FHC Looking for New
Board Members

State Appropriation Increase for FHC

FHC received a $430,000 appropriation from the Florida Legislamre this spring,
a 100 percent increase from 2005. These fundE support FHC programs in communities
throughout the state, including our Road Scholar presentations, our Prime Time Family
literacy grants, and our interview programs aired on Florida public radio stations.
FHC’s state grant is funded through the Legislatures Department of Transportation
and Economic Development TED Committee and is administered by the Florida
Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs.
"Floridians are fortunace to have a Legislature that understands the vital role heritage
and history programs play in building Florida communities, both economically and
culturally," said Fl-IC Executive Director Janine Farver. ‘1 am especially grateful to Senator
Mike Fasano and Representative Don Davis for supporting the work we do with fiamilies,
teachers, and cultural institutions across Florida."

FHC Radio on the Air-and on the Web
Since 1993 FHC has been producing a weekly radio program that highlights
different aspects of Flnridas history and cultural diversity. Written and edited by veteran
broadcaster Bill Dudley, these features-each about five minutes-are made available to
the state’s public radio stations. Many of the NPR stations in Florida now run the reports
on a regular basis.
Since 2001 these radio reports have been available online at FHC’s website: www.
flahum.org. Clicking on the "Radio" link allows free, on-line listening to hundreds
of radio programs. For teachers, students, new arrivals to the scare, or anyone wishing
to better understand the many dimensions of Florida and its culnire, these programs
can provide a valuable resource. Educators, especially, may consider these entertaining,
informative programs to be innovative teaching tools.

Monnino Receives
Tebeau Award

Vinson to serve another term
on Board

Gary Mnrminos
USD OrStSiP’t
book, Land of
STilt Dl’ Lt[ANIS
Sunshine, State of
Dreams: A Social
History of Modern
Florida, is the winner
of the 2006 Charlton
Tebeau Book Award
for best Florida history
book. The award is
presented each year by
the Florida Historical
Society. Mormino is a professor of history at
Univenity of South Florida St. Petersburg
and the co-director of the Florida Studies
Center. He is a frequent contributor to
FORUM magazine and a popular member
of Fl-IC’s Road Scholars Speakers Bureau.

Gov. Jeb Bush has
appointed Pensacnla
resident Ellen 1W.
Vinson to serve on

the FHC Board
through 2008.
Vinson, currendy
an adjunct professor
at Pensacola Junior
College. was an
Ellen Vinson
elementary schtstsl
reacher in Florida for 30 years. She is a
current board member, first dected to the
position in 2000. Vinson, recipient of
several teaching awards, has been active
in numerous Civic groups, including
the Pensacola Historical Society and the
Pensacola Symphony Orchestra Guild.

FHC is looking for four new board
members. The Board of Directors meets
quarterly to set policy, evaluate grant proposals,
and strategically plan for the future of FHC.
Members also participate in fi.sndraising
activities, attend FHC programs, and promote
the work 0f the Council.
Letters of nomination should include
biographical information on the nominee,
a resumé, an explanation of the special
qualities the person would bring to the board,
and an indication of the nomineels willingness
to serve.
Nominations should be sent to Janine
Farver, Executive Director, FHC, 599 Second
Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33701 or
emailed to jfarver@flahum.org. Applications
will be accepted through August 18.

Mission San Luis Receives
Preserve America Award
Mission San Luis, the restored site
of the former western capital of Spanish
Florida in Tallahassee, received a national
Preserve America award for heritage
tourism at a recent ‘White House Ceremony.
The award was presented to Executive
Director Bonnie McEwan by President
and Mrs. Bush. President Bush cited the
mission’s "painstaking effort.., to ensure the
highest level of historical accuracy" in the
reconstruction of the site.
McEwan is one of several scholars
who make presentations at FHC’s
summet workshops in Sr. Augustine. The
workshops. for teachers from around the
country, are entitled "Between Columbus
and Jamestown: Spanish Sc. Augustine."
McEwan presents information about
Florida’s mission system.

Need Help Applying for an FHC Grant?
Interested in bringing humanities programs to your community?
Need help designing programs? FHC would like to help bring the humanities to
small towns and rural areas. An Fl-IC consultant will work with your organization to
generate ideas, to contract appropriate scholars, and to write an FHC grant proposal.
Interested organizations should contact Susan Lockwood, FHC director of grants. at

slockwood@flahum.nrg.
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President George W. Bush and Mrs. Bush present
Preserve America award for heritage tourism
to Dr. Bonnie McEwan, Executive Director,
Mission San Luis of Tallahassee, left, and
Mrs. Columba Bush, the First Lady of Florida,
in the Oval Office Monday, May 1,2006.
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FOUR YEARS AGO, STEPHEN DAVIS lived

on the streets of
Orlando. He was jobless and homeless. He spent his days looking
for his next meal. At night. he slept in shelters or on park benches.
He felt worthless.
But today Davis, 45, is a new graduate ofValeneia Community
College. At the commencement ceremony in May, he was honored
with the "Distinguished Graduate Award" and received a standing
ovation after presenting the commencement speech. He hopes to
study music at a four-year university and ultimately become an
orchestral conductor.
What brought about this
transformation? ‘What sparked
the intellectual awakening that Davis
describes as "a fire igniting my soul"?
Davis was recruited into a
program called the Prometheus
Project, designed to introduce poor
people to literature, arc, music, and
philosophy. The program’s underlying
theory: If people are exposed to new
ideas through great works in the
humanities, perhaps they can gain
personal insights. Instead of focusing
on where their next meals are coming
Stephen Davis speaking at May
from, maybe they can develop ideas
about themselves and what they want
to do with their lives.
This program is based on the Clemente Course, developed
a decade ago by Earl Shorris in New York. But the three Valencia
professors who founded the program in Orlando-John Scolaro,
David Sutton, and Elizabeth Eschbach-decided to give it a
more symbolic name. They renamed it after Prometheus, a god in
Greek mythology who provided mortals with the heavenly fire of
knowledge, sparking their creative imagination and productivity.
FHC grants have funded the prograni’s first three years. Now a
permanent funding source is being sought.
Davis was recruited into the program’s first class in 2002. "He
was an enthusiastic person who had suffered from the pain of loss
and a damaged self-esteem," said Kelly Kilpatrick, founder ofThe
Ripple Effect, a nonprofit organization that helps homeless people.
Davis, a Navy veteran, wound up on the streets after leaving
his job as a restaurant bookkeeper in Pennsylvania, to help a 74year-old friend recover from minor surgery in Odando. The friend
developed serious complications, and Davis became her caretaker
from 1997 untiL she died in 2001. Then with no money, no job, and
no place to live, he was out on the streets.

Kilpatrick discovered Davis in a food line, and took him to eat
at a shelter where she knew Professor Scolaro was recruiting volunteers
for the program. "I saw so much potential in Steve and just knew he
was perfect for the course."
Davis heard Scolaro thunder, "Knowledge is power!" and was
intrigued but not hopeful. "So much had been interrupted in my
life," he said. "How could I be certain that anything would work?"
Still he decided to "give it a shot."
Davis became more intrigued after reading the first assignment
for the Course, Plato’s allegory of "The
Cave." He saw connections between
o
Plato’s description of shadows on the
cave wall and his own image of himself.
"How you perceive yourself is going to
reflect how your life unfolds, and I had
lost the image ofany value in myself,"
he said. Within weeks the course had
sparked a realization. "1 found deep
within me this one constant thingmy love for, my passion for, music."
The next semester Davis enrolled
in general education classes with an
in music. He began writing
his own musical arrangements and
6 commencement.
singing with the college choral group.
One success led to another, and he
became a full-time student living in an apartment, supporting
himself with loans and grants.
Seolaro is thrilled with Davis’ success. "I’ve known Stephen
for four-plus years. I first met him as he stood in line for food
and clothes. Today he’s no longer homeless. He has a roof over his
head. He has transportation. His self motivation has profoundly
deepened. He’s rediscovered himself."
Thus far, the program has enrolled 60 students, and more
rhan half have completed it. One former student now works in
Chicago as a graphic artist. Another graduated from Valencia and
is enrolled at a university. Davis has applied for admission in music
programs at Florida universities. He also now works with The
Ripple Effect, serving as vice chairman on its board of directors.
The Prometheus Project is aptly named, he said, "because
[Prometheus] gave fire to enlighten mankind. In my case,
Prometheus took his fire and lit the solid rocket boosters of my soul,
and I just took off."
For more information about the project visit the website at
hrcp://valenciaec.edu/Clemenre

-
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KAREN STEEN is afree-lance writer who lives in 7ampa.
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A cthtural sea change
FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS, people have settled along Floridac
shores to seek sustenance. Early fishing cultures like the Calusa Indians
occupied the coast before the arrival ofEuropean explorers. Later,
Amen can pioneers and immigrant groups, induding Spaniards, Greeks,
Bahamians, and many others, established villages and lived on what they
could harvestfrom the water. Now, as maritime anthropologist Michael
Jepson points out, the workingfolks are beingpushed out to make way
for higher-income migrantsfrom the North. This gentrification ofthe
coast-one ofmany byproducts ofFlorida’s population boom-represents
a major sh/i. Instead ofbeing valued as a place where the food is
plentiJW Florida seacoast is being valuedfor the view,
B

MICHAEL JEPSON

-

Fcnian’lina lead,
di.. I,lasd

A

merican pioneers settled along the Gulf and

Atlantic coasts more than 100 years ago when
Florida was still a frontier state. Their small
fishing communities were isolated-surrounded

only by the unspoiled beauty of mangrove-lined bays and
estuaries, sea grass marshes that stretched for miles, or white
sandy beaches on barrier islands. It was an idyllic life ior those

who remember it. "It was heaven on earth!" said a fisherman
from Cortez, one of the Gulf coast villages.
Over the years these families built a tradition 0f smallscale oct fishing primarily in bays and estuaries and near-shore
waters. They also raised vegetable gardens or traded fish with
local farmers. They became right-knit Communities with
close ties to their environment and landscape. The tradition
of fishing became more than just an occupation; to them, it
became a lifestyle.

But in recent decades, these fishing families have be
come endangered species. Most 0f the fishing villages that
once fringed the entire Florida peninsula are gone. The few

that remain are struggling to keep some aspect of their tradi
tion alive.

"It’s the things you don’t see that are missed and get to
your heart," said one Florida fisherman. "When you go down
to the docks, you don’t see the boats going by loaded with nets.
You dont see the men walking down the road on their way to

rhe dock with their lunch box in their hand. You don’t see the
nets being mended in the yard."

The pressures on Florida fishing families have come from
many directions: Increasingly strict regulations have elimi
nated some 0f their fishing rights; development has further
encroached along the coast; marine ecosystems are suffering

4
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We’ll have fishing here as long as we have a daylight and a dark.
-JUNIE

Mow& or

CORTEZ

degradation; and rising property values
and taxes have made waterfront living
unaffordable to the working class.
All of these pressures are related to
Florida’s population boom, which has
continued seemingly unabated since the
end ofWorld War II, bringing more and
more competition for land and other
resources. Many of the newcomers in re
cent years are well-to-do Baby Boomers

from the urban Northeast and Midwest

who want to retire on the coast. Indeed,
about 80 percent of Florida’s residents
live within 15 miles 0f the shore. By
2020, an estimated 15 million people
will live in Florida’s coastal Counties.
An analysis of census data shows

rhat Florida’s coast is becoming affected
hy what can be called the "WWW.coast
syndrome," and it has nothing to d0

with the Internet. The coast is becom
ing predominantly White, Wealthy, and
Well Educated. This is not to suggest
that there is anything wrong with any
of these attributes. What it does suggest

is that certain socioeconomic groups are
losing access to the waterfront.
The high price of real estate is
squeezing the traditional residents out
and bringing gentrification. The coast
is becoming a rather exclusive place to
reside and recreate. Pioneer homes and
small "mom and pop" motels are being

replaced with waterfront mansions and
condominium developments. Working
waterfronts are being replaced by
cruise ship terminals, upscale hotels,
expensive restaurants, and trendy shops.
Commercial fishermen and other
working-class coastal residents not only
are being displaced from their homes;
but as fish houses, marinas, and docks

disappear, they will have fewer places
to gain access to the water. Many won’t
even be able to afford to vacation along
the coast.
"It’s all about money, and there’s
nothing we can do about it," said Mark
Ibasfalean of Cortez. Ronnie Beckham
of Cedar Key explained it this way: "If a

person buys a million-dollar home, and
you have the next lot over there, and you
have an old boat with sea squirts and old

clam bags on it-he don’t want to see
you over there. He’ll pay money for you
to leave, and you’ll leave. All they have
to do is throw money at you."
The communities of Cortex and
Cedar Key, both settled in the mid to
late 1800s, have been changing in an
effort to survive. Ever since the state’s
1994 ban on the use of entanglement
nets their most-commonly used fishing
gear, the number of fishermen in each

community has dwindled. Few if any of
these fifth- and sixth-generation fishing
families currently make a living solely
from fishing. This has had an emotional
as well as an economic impact. "We’ll
never get over it," said Mike Davis of
Cedar Key. "It’s like somebody killed
someone in our family. We’ll never get
Over It."
Raising Clams became a viable al
ternative for Cedar Key’s displaced fish

ermen because of the unique blend of
environmental features surrounding the
small island community. This enables
many to continue making a living off the

water, but they still miss fishing for mul
let. "What we do for enjoyment now is
go cast-net mullet," said Heath Davis. "I

mean we still like catching them... and
when we throw that cast net and it fills

FLORIDA

HUMANITIES

up with mullet and you can feel them
jerking, that just feels a whole lot better
than getting a nice check from a good
week of working on the clam beds."
Some fishermen in Cortez have
moved on to trapping stone crabs and
blue crabs as a part of their annual fish
ing, while others have started to fish fir
ther offihore if they have a vessel large
enough. Some decided to quit fishing
altogether. "It just didn’t seem right to

he a crabber part time and do something
else," said Mark Taylor. "And I think
because 0f my bitterness and anger and
because it wasn’t my terms as I knew it,
I didn’t want any part 0f hanging on to
it." Meanwhile, others continue to ny
to work ftll time on the water because
it’s in their blood. "It’s a love for it," said
Mark Ibasfalean. "They will definitely
die doing it."
On the bright side, one recent bill
adopted by the state Legislature will al
low commercial waterfront property
owners to defer property taxes if the
county decides to allow the deferment. It
is one step on a long road to preserving
these historic places along Florida’s coast.
Some of those who are part of this his
tory still believe it is worthwhile to live
and work in a fishing community. As
J unie Mora of Cortex said: "We’ll have
fishing here as long as we have a daylight
and a dark."
MICHAEL JEPSON is a maritime
anthropologist who conducted oral histories
in Cedar Key and Cortez as part ofan
Fl-ICgrant project. He and photojournalist
Carbon Ward, Jr. createda 5-minute
docurnentasy program on DVD entitled
"In Their Own Wordc."
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FISHING AIN’T
NO
EASY IkE
FOUR OLD FISHERMEN sat on th Cortez dock in
1981 and told stories about going out on the Gulf, starting in
the early 1 900s, and ‘learning the bottom’ while the sun burned,
the storms lashed, and the skeeters almost sucked them dry
"The following excerpt is from Finest Kind, written in 1985 by
Ben Green, a descendant of the pioneer Fulford family.
It looked like a rogue’s gallery down at the dock. The old-tiipe fishermen were out in
force. There was Earl Guthrie, 81, pale after a week in the hospital following a heart attack;
Man Adams, 77, wearing an old cap pushed back on his head and talking about the ‘21
storm; Gene Fulford, 67, hunkered down on a pile of net, squinting his face in his own
familiar way; and Marvin Carver, 65, leaning in with his elbows on his knees.

On facing page, the four Cortez fishermen sit on the Fulford Fish Company dock in 1981 and tell stories about a kind of
fishing that is gone forever.’ Pictured, tram left, are Man Adams, Gene Fultord, Earl Guthrie, and Marvin Carver.
Photo by Ben Green
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hey were talking low and steady about the past,
sometimes one at a time, more often two or three at
once. They moved easily from topic to topic, event
to event, in a manner that required none of the con
ventions 0f speech to guide their way. These four
men, who have lived and worked with each other for more
than 60 years, were storytelling-one 0f the greatcst forms of

Southern culture.
These men sitting on the front of the Fulford Fish Com
pany dock were the living links with a kind of fishing that
is gone forever. It was a way of life that exacted a heavy roll
in sweat and b100d, and the marks of it show-skin cancers,

bad feet, bum knees, circulatory problems, blown valves in the
heart. They have paid their dues. Now they can slouch on the
front of the dock and drift easily from story to story: about slot
machines on the beach, moonshiners and legendary drunks,

burning in the glare 0f the sun or cramped together around
an old seven-horsepower engine in the dead of winter, try

ing to share enough body hear to warm themselves against a
nor’wester gale. These are men who worked 16-hour stretches

in stopnetting operations, pulling miles of nets around man
grove islands, bowing their backs and straining their numbed
shoulders against the weight of the bay on each pull, and curs
ing hitilely as a thousand mosquitoes fought for their blood.
Earl Guthrie kicked it off: "I tell you son, there’s a whole
lot more to learn about fishing than people might have any
idea. You have to make a study of fishing just like you do farm

ing or anything else. In other words, you got to learn the bot
tom. You got to know when to fi5h, where you can strike and

ing on an eight-foot poling oar to shove themselves and their

where you can’t, where the fish feed and where they don’t. You
got to learn what kind of nets to use, you got to learn to take
advantage of the tides-there’s times if the tide was making
right, I’d got to one place, and if the tide ain’t right, you needn’t
be through there ‘cause you ain’t gonna catch nothing. It’s
something you got to constantly study if you’re gonna make a
success of it. Fishing ain’t no easy life. Never let nobody tell you

skiff across the water, and spent day after day in small, open
boats out on the rough waters of the Gulf, either baking and

that. If they do, say, ‘Well, sir, you just weren’t no fisherman."
No descriptions of the different types of fishing can ever

big hauls 0ffi5h, and the old days in North Carolina.
These are men who in earlier years poled miles and miles
each day across every bayou and basin 0f Sarasota Bay, lean
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accurately reflect the hardships 0f doing it. Not only was it
physically demanding, fishing also exposed the men to the raw
elements; their open boats, the only types used, offered them
no protection from sun or storm. These boats had no cabins,
no cookstoves, and no cover from rain nor heat.
"There wasn’t a cabin boat in Cortez," said Earl Guthrie.
"We just sat out there and roasted." Roast was exactly what
they did, and if all the skin cancers that have been taken 0ff
Cortez fishermen were laid end-to-end, they’d stretch all the
way to Miami. ilie agony is obvious in some of the old pho
tographs: a bunch of sodden, blistered men hunched up in the
bow of their boat, Coming home then a day of fishing, with
the weariness burned into their eyes. Very likely, they had been
wet and baked dry four times over during the day, and each
time the salt spray was basted deeper in their skin, the wind
and sun assisting in this curing process. "If that salt spray hit
you in the &ce and you didn’t get it off, it’d burn you bad,"
said Man Adams.
Eventually their skin toughened and took on a deep
brown hue, hut even then Contez fishermen hid from the sun
behind long-sleeved khaki shirts and under big straw hats. Un
like Florida’s frenzied sun worshipers, who stoke their tans for
hours at a time as they stretch out like corpses on the beach,
nobody on Contez shows off their nan.
When it wasn’t burning hot, it was often raining, or even
worse, blowing a non’westen. "Oh, it was bad out in them open
boats," said Gene Fulford. "Bout the time you’d lay down in
the stern of the boat to go to sleep, it’d start pouring down
rain. We didn’t have no cabin, and all we had was foul-weather
gear-old leaky oilers-and maybe an 0ld piece of canvas to
put over our heads. One time, your Grandma Edith decided to
make us some oilers that wouldn’t leak. She made some regular
white-cloth overalls and painted them with some old mess to
keep the water out. In wintertime, they’d stand up stiff and,
in summertime, they’d slip around on you. They stopped the
leaking alnight, but every one of us broke out with a rash from
them oilers."
Nor’westens were what they dreaded the most. "Tfyou run
across Tampa Bay and it happened to come out a non’weste’-,
you just stayed oven there until it calmed back down, if it was
one day Dr a week," said Earl. "We didn’t have no big boats
you could get back [homej in. Have to walk out there on the
shoals and pick up black conchs and roast them and eat them.
I done than more than one time when we didn’t have nothing
else to eat."
Even worse than their lack of protection in those open
boats, they had no communication 0f any kind. Their only
warning system of approaching storms, or even hurricanes, was
what their eyes told them, and sometimes that wasn’t enough.
The fishermen’s constant companion, come rain or heat,
were the skeenens, catfish, and stingrays. The bugs were terrible
in Cortez, but they were even worse around the mangrove Is
lands in the bay. Hubert Home, my second cousin, grew up
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in Contez and fished there until he left for Chicago in 1946 to
attend air conditioning school. The skeeters were one of the
primary contributors to his decision to leave, providing their
own unique form of vocational counseling.
"The night I decided I didn’t want to be a fisherman I
was in Penico Bayou, putting in a stop with Tater Few," said
Hubert. "I was rolling moss out of the net ‘cause the tide was
going out and all the grass was coming up there. The sting
rays were in and out of my legs, and the mosquitoes were
literally sapping me dry, and I said to myself, ‘There’s gotta
be a better way."
But as bad as the stingrays and skeeters were, there has
never been a more hateful creatune on the face of the earth
than an old slimy saltwater catfish. Sometimes a crew would
strike what they thought was a school of bluefish, only to hear
a chorus of low grunting sounds trailing across the waterthey had a net hill ofcatfish. Now you can’t just shake a catfish
out of a gillnet. They wrap themselves up in it so tight than the
only way to get them out is to slip your fingers under their fins,
push down hard on the nailing of the boat, and break off the
fins at their roots one-by-one. Then you can unwind the cat
fish and chuck it overboard. If you slipped, the catfish would
drive a fin deep into the palm of your hand, injecting enough
bacteria and scum to make you retch and vomit all day. A cat
fish wound had no be soaked in hot water with baking soda Dr
bleach no draw out the poison."
Some 0f the hardest work awaited the fishermen when
they got home. After the fi5h were unloaded, they had to pour
a lime solution on their nets and then spread them on the netspreads to dry. The nets were made of’ cotton or linen, and if
they weren’t limed each day and thoroughly dried, bacterial ac
tion from the saltwater would destroy them almost ovennight.
Man Adams described the liming process: "When I was
a kid, they used to get unslacked rock lime in wooden bar
rels. I seen Gnandaddy knock the head out of one of them
barrels and pour water into it, and that lime would start
foaming and slacking.
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He’d have two barrels of nice, fiufir
lime when he got through. But this
doggone lime we used later on, before
we got nylon nets, was pun up in 100pound bags for making plaster. And in
would get into the pores of your skin.
You’d go home and wash with soap and
water and dry your hands and they’d turn
white-that lime was in the pores. Oh
boy, I used to hate that! But, of course,
you had no get in there and do it."
Mending nets was another thank
less bun necessary task. Each day the
fishermen spent several hours mend
ing the holes that had been chewed by
crabs, sharks, or bluefish the night be
fore.. .A fisherman’s worst nightmare
was no run a net overboard and have a
school of bluefish or medfish "eat it out
0f the lines"-chew in up so badly that
the cork and lead lines came loose. "One
time I was bluefishing with Uncle Tink
and we caught 1,700 pounds 0f them
big blues," recalled Man Adams. "We
hauled up there and they like to eat it
out of the lines. When we got home and
pulled that net out, Rowland Culbneath
came back and said, ‘What in the devil
happened no that net?’ I told him some
body throwed battery acid on it, and
that’s just exactly what it looked like, by
golly. We tried to mend it, but it never
was no good again."
Some of the most important and
least appreciated people in the fishing in
dustry are the workers in the fish houses.
In the old days, life wasn’t any easier for
the fish-house men than it was for the
fishermen. Before ice became available
in Cortez, fish-house crews split and
salted the muller, rubbing Liverpool salt
into the bodies of the fi5h. After being
"kench-cured," the fish were packed in
barrels and shipped to Havana or Tam
pa. But when sailing schoonens began
delivering ice to Cornez at the turn of the
century, the work of the fish-house men
became a race against time to pack and
ice the fish before they spoiled. Trying to
keep enough crushed ice on hand was a
major headache. Prior no World War II,
fish-house crews used big pitchforks to
chop 300-pound cakes of ice by hand.
After the wan, most fish houses installed
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A catch of fish is removed from the net.

electric ice crushers, which relieved some
of the strain; and, by the mid-i 960s, gi
ant ice-making machines were supplying
crushed ice in abundance.. .Throughout
the day, wholesale fish dealers would
back their semi-trucks into the loading
pit at the dock and load up. By the end
of World War II, Cortez’s fi5h were be
ing trucked as far north as New York.
As Earl Guthrie said, "Fishing ain’t
no easy life," bun there is another side
to the fisherman’s life besides the bugs,
the backbnealcing work, and the harsh
ness 0f the elements. For thousands 0f
years, fishermen in every culmre in the
world have shared a deep communion
with nature. It is a special and unique
treasure that almost no other occupa
tion can claim.
Out in his boat, with an offshore
breeze blowing the mosquitoes away
and the morning air still cool and fresh,
the Cortez fisherman is one of the fre
est people on earth. Some 0f nature’s
most spectacular sights are the normal
backdrop for his daily labors: white sand
beaches framed by the brilliant blue of
the horizon; billowy cumulus clouds
nearing up to heaven; and an night, the
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Milky Way stretching toward distant gal
axies, looming ice-cold and crystalline
across the sky. There are few people who
have seen such wonders and remained
untouched by them.
Such a beautiful natural setting
compensates for much of the misery
0f the wonk. The Contez fisherman has
never known the windowless walls of the
textile mill or the cubicle cages of the
skyscraper, and he couldn’t bear them
if he had. Riding the crest of the Gulf’s
waves, he is answerable only to himself.
The measure of his worth is in what he
can wrest from the sea each day with his
own skill and brawn; he need not look
elsewhere for answers.
A net hangs at sunset in Cortez.
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Governor LeRoy Collins
Martin A. Dyckman
"Martin Dyckman is the most
distinguished florida journalist of
his generation: thorough, fearless
and stiletto-sharp. His biography of
LeRoy collins, the most important
florida governor of the 20th century,
displays those signature qualities
and more. collins helped to drag
Florida out of the Old South into the
modern world, an act of bravery
and, some said, political suicide. He
remains a monument to integrity
and conscience, a reminder of a lost
time when florida’s leaders weren’t
afraid to do the right thing.
Dyckman’s superb book, written
with passion and wit, tells Collins’
story as no one else could-Diane
Roberts, NPR correspondent
"A brilliant portrayal of the life of a
statesman, and also an outstanding
discussion of Florida’s social and
political tTansitions during the
twentieth century-Robert
Kerstein, University of Tampa
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Diane Roberts
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hate, affection and disgust. . in this
splendid unofficial history."Publishers Weekly
SEPTEMBER Paper $19.95

The Silencing
of Ruby McCollum
Race, Class, and Gender
in the South
Tammy Evans
"This groundbreaking work reads
like a murder mystery, only in this
case what has been killed is our
American integrity and the right of
an individual to a fair trial. Evans
has finally addressed the pervasive
silence that distorts, fragments, and
threatens to bury the history of so
many southern places and people."
-Rebecca Mark, Tulane University
SEPTEMBER Cloth $34.95

Bats of Florida
Cynthia S. Marks
and George F. Marks
Drawings by Tom McOwat
"An invaluable, readable, and
usable authoritative reference to
Florida bat biology, ecology, conser
vation, public health, and identifica
tion. Anyone who has an interest in
this unique group of mammals will
wish to have a copy"-John I-I.
Fitch, florida Bat Watch
OCTOBER Paper $24.95

Apalachicola River
-An American Treasure
Clyde Butcher
"Clyde’s awe-inspiring photographs
offer a window into many won
drous aspects of the river,,, Clyde
has immortalized another piece of
Florida’s natural and cultural heri
tage for generations to enjoy."from the Forward by Governor jeb
Bush
Cloth $40.1
Also available through full-service
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"When the mullet
were running, word would
spread fast," said Bob Jones,
executive director of the
Southeast Fisheries Associadon and one of Floridds
leading fisheries historians.
"People would yell, ‘Mullet
on the beach! Mullet on
the beach!’ and everybody
would just drop what
they were doing and pick
up their cast nets. People
would stand
there, shoulder to
shoulder, and haul
in net after net.
That is how chick the
schools were."
Once cleaned, the deli
cate flesh could be salted.
This method of preserving
the fish became important
to Spanish Cubans who
caine by boat to Southwest
Florida starting in the mid
1700s. They came during
the winter months, when
roe-filled mullet congre
gated in the shallow bays
before heading offthore
to spawn. They
established ranchos,
hiring local Indian
people as labor and sup
plying a burgeoning trade
with Cuba. They returned
to Cuba with boatloads of
salted mullet to sell during
Lent, when Catholics did
not eat meat.
During the 1 800s,
mullet continued to play an
important role in the lives
of most coastal pioneering
families. If you lived on the
coast, you learned how to
net, splay, and smoke mullet
to &ed your Emily. This was
especially crucial in times of
hardship.
In 1885, a few fishing
families from coastal North
Carolina got word of the
big schools of fat mullet on
Florida’s southwest coast.
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That gave birth to the mod
ern commercial net-fishing
industry
"The Fulfords, Guthries,
and Bells all fished for mullet
in Carteret County North
Carolina," said Ben Green,
author of Finest Kind, a book
about the small Gulf Coast
town 0f Cortez. "They were
carrying on a traditionfishing for mullet-that
[their families] had started
back in England."
Green, a descen
dant of the Ful-.
ford Emily,

those
early com
mercial fishermen first
moved to Cedar Key, but
then heard about a place
called "Hunter’s Point" on
the south side ofTampa
Bay where the mullet ran
in schools larger than the
eye could see. The families
moved down there and
established the fishing village
of Cortez.
"It got to where if you
were a boy growing up in
Carteret County North Car

A tislierman fl 1965 at
throwing a cast net.
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olina, as soon as you turned
15 or 16, you would hop a
train and head to Florida,"
Green explained. "Everybody
knew about Florida mullet."
The Cortez fishermen
learned that mullet were
easiest to catch during the Lill.
The fish spend most of the
year scattered about the rivers
and bays, but once they get
a hint of cold weather, they
bunch up on the shallow grass
flats, where they can be eas
ily netted by the thou
sands, before moving
offshore to spawn.
"You can
almost set your
watch to it,"

said Robert
McCurdy, a
St. Petersburg cast
netter who follows the
schools as they move off
shore to spawn. "When
that first cold front comes
through we set up and
wait. There will be 100 boats
just waiting at The Pier for
the fish to move down the
bay. Once they do, it is a
free-for-all."
Nobody knows for
sure how many mullet once
inhabited the waters of a his
toric estuary such as Tampa
Bay, but legend has it the
fish were so plentiful, people
could actually hear the "roar"
of a big school as it moved
across the shallow sandbars.
While the striped mullet
is found along both coasts,
the bulk of the commercial
fishery was located along the
shores of the GulL The key
fishing grounds were near
Tampa Bay and Charlotte

COUNCIL

o people are fishing for mullet
eli Point in 1963.

Harbor; both provided
ideal habitat for a species
that needs a steady flow of
freshwater to survive.
The State of Florida
began keeping records of the
mullet catch in 1879,
when 3,569,167
pounds of the
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fish were landed. By
1889, the catch had more
than quadrupled to 12,987,951
pounds. This dramatic increase
came after the founding of Cor
tez. But biologists have learned
that the size of the mullet catch
is affected by more than just the
number of fishermen pursuing
the fish.
"This is a very cyclical spe
cies," said Behzad Mahmoudi,
an internationally renowned
mullet biologist who works for
the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Research Institute in St. Peters
burg. "Over the years fishing
has had an impact, but there are
also natural fluctuations in the
[mullet] population that we still
don’t fully understand."
It wasn’t long after the state
began keeping records of mullet
catches that the Legislature

-
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I

began regulating the species,
In 1883, the state Legislature
recognized the mallet’s value
as a food source and made
it illegal to catch mullet for
"the purpose 0f making oil,
fertilizer, or compost."
In 1911, state officials
took a bold step, one that
would generate controversy
for the next 50 years: They
outlawed the harvest of
mullet during the breeding
season. Mullet roe, prized
both home and abroad, is
said by some to rival the
finest caviar. And during
the roe season, the fish

is good
eating.
"There
is no better
thing to eat,"
said Thomas "Blue" Fulford,
a 74-year-old Cortez net
fisherman who still makes a
living from the sea. ‘Dur
ing the roe season is also the
time you want to catch and
fry some fish...theres no
sweeter meat."
No sooner had the
mullet season closed than
people began fishing illegally
for the sweet red roe. One of
those indiscretions led to an
unusual ruling in the l920s
by Wakulla County Judge
Roderick Donald McLeod.
When faced with the
prospect of sending two local

and small
fishermen
restaurants
jail
to
for
around the
violating
state that
the mullet
specialized
Closure,
in smoking
McLeod
mullet.
noted that
In 1957,
the species
the Southeast
was unique
ern Fisheries
among fish
A young woman holds a mullet at the
jAssocjatjon, an
because it
Boggy Bayou Mullet Festival in 1978.
organization
possessed a
that represented about 600
gizzard, and he let the men
fish houses, finally succeeded
go. Newspapers across the
in re-opening mullet fishing
state reportedly rejoiced
during the lucrative roe sea
at the judge’s ruling with
son. The group did this by
headlines proclaiming:
striking a deal with the Izaac
"Mullet to be a bird!"
Walton League, an environ
This ruling is
mental group named after
the father of sportfishing.
"We sat
down with
the Jzaac
Walton
League and
cut a deal,"
explained Jones, of
the Fisheries Association.
"We said if you give us back
mullet roe, we’ll give you
memorialized on a
snook. That is how it
plaque in Crawfordvi1le
happened. It was all done
Azalea Park.
with a handshake."
Despite the restrictions,
Snook, now one of the
FIoridas mullet fishermen
most popular sportfish in
continued to catch lots of
Florida, was taken off the
fish during the open season.
market. The state made it
By 1918, the catch had
illegal to buy or sell, and
nearly tripled to 32,288,678
allowed commercial net
pounds a year. During World fishermen once again to
War II, the catch shot up
catch their beloved red roe
again to 55,952,367 pounds.
mullet. Records show that
Food shortages during the
the catch rose steadily for a
war made mullet a staple
few years, and then leveled
for many.
off. But in the 1980s,
"People needed protein," something happened that
said Gary Mormino, a
would change the mullet
professor of history at the
fishery forever.
University of South Florida
"That is about the
St. Petersburg. "Fish was one
time they discovered there
of the few things that was
was a market in the Orient
not rationed."
for mullet roe," explained
FIoridas mullet harvest
Mahmoudi, the biologist.
eventually leveled 0ff, and
‘Suddenly it became very
the net fishermen found a
valuable." The mullet harvest
reliable market in fish houses
increased during the roe
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season. But then sports
fishermen, whose numbers
had burgeoned along
with Floridas post-World
War II population, began
complaining that this put
too much pressure on
the fishery.
In the early 1990s, the
sports fishermen formed a
coalition with conservation
groups to push for a ban
on the entanglement nets
most commonly used to
catch mullet. In 1994,
Florida voters approved a
constitutional amendment
banning the use of these
nets. See article on the net
ban, page 42.
A year after the vote,
the mullet harvest dropped
dramatically-from
14,972,738 pounds to
5,622,024 pounds. Many
netters stopped fishing.
Others targeted different
species. Fishing viiiages
like Cortez and Cedar Key
were hit hard. Mullet stocks
seem to be improving, and
biologists like Mahmoudi
are keeping a ciose eye on
the health of the species.
They also continue
looking for answers to
the age-old question:
Why do mullet jump?
"That is a good question,
one that I get asked a lot,"
Mahrnoudi said.
One theory is that
mullet jump to escape
predators, he said. Another
is that mullet jump to rid
themselves of parasites. But
Mahmoudi has a much
simpler answer. "Maybe they
are just happy," he said.
TERRYTOMALIN is the
Outdvon Editor of the

St. Petersburg Times.

Mullet ii Fustration by DLarIe
was provided by the Florida

Rome Peebles
Fish and Wildlife

Conservation Commission.
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The cleve powerful Calusa Indians thrived on Florida’s coastfor at least 1,500 yearsuntil European explorers began arriving. Their innovative fishing culture is described
in thefoliowing excerpt from The Calusa and Their Legacy, by Darcie A. MacMa/ion
and William H. Marquardt.
THE CALUSA WERE A FASCINATING but
little-known Native American people h0 con
trolled the entire southern half of Florida when
Europeans first arrived in the early l500s. Their
domain included more than 50 villages, which
werc centered at Charlotte Harbor near presentday Fort Myers. There, the blue-green waters
0f Southwest Florida’s estuaries-places where
fresh water from the land meets and mixes
with salt water of the ocean-provided the
Calusa with such abundance that they thrived
for many centuries without ever needing to
farm. Theirs was a fishing culture.
But by the mid-1700s, little more than
200 years after the Europeans arrived, the
Calusa were gone from Florida-victims of
European-introduced diseases, slavery, and
militarism. By 1711, most 0f the Calusa
people had been enslaved, killed, or driven
from their homeland. Some lived for a time in

the Florida Keys, under continuing pressure from Indian
slavers working for English colonists. Spaniards living
in Cuba rescued some of the South Florida Indian
people, but most died of typhus and smaflpox soon
after reaching Cuba. A few South Florida Indians
went to Cuba in 1760. Calusa society fades from
the historical record after that time.
Some of what we know about the Calusa
comes from the writings of the Spanish, French,
and English adventurers who encountered them.
The Cajusa themselves left no written record.
But many artifacts have been found, allowing
archaeologists to trace Calusa culture to AD.
500-about 1,500 years ago.
The artifacts provide clues about how
the Calusa lived. From one exceptional site
on present-day Marco Island, objects of
shell, bone, fired clay, antler, wood, and fiber
were perfectly preserved in the oxygen-free condi
tions 0f the muck. They included fishing nets with
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wooden floats and clamshell weights still attached, carved and
painted wooden masks, and intricately sculpted wooden figu
rines of human and animal forms.
These artiflicts and others have revealed that the Calusa
were an inventive, artistic, and spiritual people who prospered
from the immense bounty of their coastal world. They har
vested more than 50 fish species and more than 20 kinds 0f
mollusks and crustaceans. They ate shellfish, crabs, land and
aquatic turtles, ducks, deer, rodents, and other animals; but
fish were the main staple food.
They used numerous plants for food, medicine, fuel,
and as raw materials for toots, handles, containers, clothing,
thatching, mats, weapons, canoes, fishing gear, and cordage
for the all-important nets. Their wood and palm-thatch houses
were constructed on mounds and ridges of seashells and soil,
called middens. They also used mounds, as well as cemeteries,
to bury their dead.
Their tools were made from bones, teeth, and shells. From
palm-fiber cord, they made nets with different-sized openings
to catch fi5h of different sizes; they changed nets with the sea-
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son, as fish grew larger. The knot they used, a sheet bend, is
still used today for making nets. Cypress-wood pegs and hol
low gourds kept the top 0f the net afloat. Shells and stones
weighed down the bottom. Netting technology changed very
little until the middle of the 20th century.
Though fish were most often caught with nets, the Calu
sa also employed spears, hooks, throat gorges. and probably
weirs and traps. in 1696, Philadelphian Jonathan Dickinson
observed one south Florida fishing technique:
This morning the Caseekey [the princzpal leade, often
spelled ‘2acique"J.. sent his son with his striking staffto the
inlet to strike fish for us; which was perJbrmed with great
dexterity. . . though we looked very earnestly when he threw
his staffi [we] could not ice a fish at which time he saw it,
and brought it on shore on the end ofhis staff Sometimes lie
would run swiftly pursuing ujish, and seldom mused when
he darted at him, in two hours time begot as many fish as
would serve twenly men.
The Calusa traveled far by canoe and engineered canals to
connect coastal towns to inland waterways and communities.
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They may have used oil from shark livers to make body paint
that repelled mosquitoes.
We can oniy speculate about whether the Calusa were
descended from the first people who ever lived on Florida’s
coastal estuaries. This is because Florida’s original coasdine is
now under many feet ofwater, making archaeological evidence
ofearlier coastal people inaccessible. The coast went much fur
ther out and Florida was almost double its current size, because
the sea level was lower during the Ice Age-when seawater
froze at the North and South poles. As the earth warmed up
and polar ice melted, the rising sea defined Ploridds modern
coastline between four and six thousand years ago.
There is evidence that people prospered from a fishing
economy as early as six thousand years ago. Archaeologists
have analyzed the remnants of settlements built high atop
ancient dune ridges, such as Hor?s Island in Collier County
and Useppa Island in Lee County Were these people Calusa?
Perhaps, but at this point, we just dorft know.

DARCJE MacMAHON is assistant director in charge
of exhi bits at the F1orid Museum ofNatural History
in Gainesuilk.

WILLIAM MARQUARDT is curator in archaeology
at the Floridz Museum if Natural Histwy.
MacMa hon and Marquardt installed a
pennanent exhibit, the Hall ofSouth Florida
Peopk and Environments, at the museum located
on the University ofFlorid campus in Gainesville.
Images with this article appear in The Calusa
and their Legacy.

Illustration on facing page, at bottom, shows artist’s conception of the Calusa

leader’s canoe in background, based on descriptions in Spanish documents.
In the foreground, commoners unload daily catch from a canoe barge as children
play with toy canoes.
Illustration below shows a Calusa boy watching a canoe pass in a village canal.
Images courtesy Florida Museum of Natural History
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These old gravestones lie under the trees on the uninhabited barrier island of Atsena OLie, the original location of the Gulf Coast village of Cedar Key.
A hurricane wiped out this settlement in 1896.

Honoring the graves ofstrangers
By K.Ann4
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ERIK BROGREN, LOVER OF HISTORY, TRUDGES ALONG AN ISLAND TRAIL that cuts through the green over
growth of time. He brushes past waist-high sea grass, palmetto, and cactus, and enters a shade-shrouded forest of live oaks and
pine. Deep in these woods, he arrives at a clearing where Ieaifilrered light plays over tombstones that are more than 100 years
old. Brogren comes here to restore the broken and toppled gravestones-and to honor the memory 0Fth strangers who lived
and died so tong ago.
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"The bestfeeling I’ve had, "Brogren said "was being able to get Mrs. Schmidt’s grave and
that wonderfiel stone back together again and standing up."

This forgotten cemetery is on Atsena Otie-"Cedar
Island" in the language of the Creeks, who were among the
Native Americans once inhabiting this spit of land 0ff the
west-central coast of Florida. This was the original settlement
of Cedar Key. The abandoned trail that Brogren travels was
once a major avenue through a thriving fishing village of more
than 300 people and 50 homes. Now it meanders through a
nature preserve that harbors remnants of the past: the crumbled
brick foundation of the long-forgotten Eberhard Faber cedar
mill; some evidence of an Indian burial mound; and 34 worn
gravestones-victims of weather, time, and vandalism.
Most of the people buried there came to the island just
after the Civil War. But about 30 years later, in 1896, the town
was wiped out by a hurricane
that drove a 10-foot tidal wave
over the island. The town folk
retreated to a more protected
island nearby, where the Cedar
Key of today is located-and
where descendants of those
buried on Atsena Ode still live.
Brogren, 76, discovered
Atsena Oties secrets eight years
ago. He and his wife Doris
had retired to Cedar Key From
Michigan, their home during
his 40-year career as an engineer.
The first time he took his boat to
the lush barrier island, he discovered its forgotten gravestones.
They were overgrown by shrubs and grass; many had been
toppled by vandals and broken into pieces that were scattered
in the scrub.
"To break one of these things 0ff takes a lot of force," he
said. "I just don’t understand why they do it." The cemetery
"was in deplorable condition, and I thought.. .this just
shouldn’t be."
To Brogren, it’s all about respect-respect for the past and
respect for the present. He compared what he saw on Atsena
Ode to the immaculawly maintained graves of his ancestors in
Sweden, where he’d traveled to explore his Scandinavian roots.
Brogren decided he would fix the broken headstones on Atsena
Otie and bring some order to the old cemetery. As a former
engineer, he had no trouble figuring out how to reconstruct
and reposition the grave markers. Sometimes his cousin Roger
helped; the two have spent ciose to 300 man-hours bringing
the graveyard back to life.
"The best feeling I’ve had," Brogren said, "was being able
to get Mrs. Schmidt’s grave and that wonderful stone back
together again and standing up."
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The Schmidt monument is the largest in the cemetery,
weighing more than 1,500 pounds and standing about seven
feet tail. It is surrounded by an aged wrought-iron fence. Her
grave had been disturbed, probably by robbers; four pieces of
the monument were scattered around the grounds. Brogren
reassembkd them like a jigsaw puzzle and used epoxy cement
to h0Id them together. Then, with 12-foot planks, ropes, and
levers, he arid Roger hoisted the repaired gravestone and moved
it horizontally until it was hanging over the Foundation. They
asked a couple of dam diggers for a lirde help and, together,
they heaved the stone vertically and set it in place.
And now it stands as it was first positioned in 1890,
inscribed with the epitaph: "Her happy soul has winged its
way! To one pure bright eternal day!
No pain, no gric no anxious kar/
Can reach the peaceftil sleeper here."
Brogren has a map of the island
cemetery that was generated by the
Pan American Co.; it shows where
each grave is located. He has also
recorded all of the information on the
gravestones and written a simmary:
Most of the graves are from the 1800s,
covering a 39-year span after the Civil
War. Only four were dated after the
1896 hurricane. Only seven lived
to be older than 50. Two-monthold Gilbert Gerock is the youngest
member of the cemetery, and the oldest is Margaret Corrigen,
74, originally 0f Ireland. The largest cluster of deaths occurred
from 1881 to 1883, attributed to an outbreak of malaria,
cholera, or typhoid-common diseases 0f the time. Many of
the grave markers are typical of the Victorian era: an obelisk,
the hand of God, a Iamb, a ship’s anchor, and links of chain.
Brogren’s work restoring the old cemetery led him to
the Cedar Key Historical Society Museum, where he could
trace down family names. He began volunteering at the
museum, repairing artifacts and making displays. Word
spread among the locals. It took a while, but Brogren began
to gain their trust.
Then one morning, something unusual was discovered
outside the door of the museum. It was a small, white, childs
gravestone, which someone had left anonymously. Brogren
recognized the name on the stone, William Jones Lewis, and
knew it belonged on Atsena Ode.
"Somebody had it in their house, using it as a stair step
or something," he said. "I didn’t want to know where it came
from. I didn’t ask any questions."
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On facing page, Erik Brogren is shown at work on Athena Otie.
At right is Mrs. Schmidt’s monument, which Brogren reassembled and set upright.
He and three other men hoisted the 1 500-pound stone into position. using a

juryrigged pulley system made of planks, rapes and levers.
Photost Karen Steen

He took the small stone out to the island cemetery and
installed it right beside the headstone of the mother, Georgia
E. [ewis, who lived from 857 to 1884. Her epitaph reads:
"Mother thou hast flown from us’ to the regions far above! We
to thee erect this stone! consecrated by our love." Her stone
was weathered by time. Her son WiI1iams stone was as "white
as a sheet," Brogren said. He was glad to be entrusted with the
stone. "It made me feel like I belonged."
Last year, he was called to the museum to speak to a visitor
who wanted some information about the cemetery. Libby
Smith from North Carolina had come with some questions
about her "triple grandma." Was she buried at the cemetery?
Erik asked to see Smith’s genealogy records and immediately
recognized the name of Mary Bozeman, Smith’s great-greatgreat-grandmother, who was buried on the island.
A few minutes later, John Andrews, a third-generation
native and one of the pillars ci the Cedar Key community
walked into the museum. He began looking at the document
that Smith had spread out showing her family tree. Smith
pointed to the name William Wilson and said, "And this is
my triple grandfather." Surprised, Andrews said, "That’s my
grandfather. He was the first lighthouse keeper!"
Brogren, laughing, introduced them to one another:
"Libby, meet your cousin John. John, meet your cousin
Libby."
This was one of many rewarding experiences he’s had since
beginning his work at the cemetery, Brogren said, but added
that he and his cousin have more work to do. "We have a map
that was generated by a company using ground-penetrating
radar. People have moved stones, and we need to get them back
in the right place."
In addition to restoring the tombstones, the two men
have spent hours researching census documents, marriage
licenses, death certificates, and other forms of historical data
to bring flesh to dry bones. "The most interesting thing to me
is cataloging this stuff and meshing it with the other history
of Cedar Keys" Roger Brogren said. "You can almost visualize
what the people were like."
Recently Erik purchased a couple of bunches of silk
flowers to place on the graves 0f some of these people he’s
gotten to know. He couldn’t believe the difference it made in
visitors’ attitudes. Instead of stepping on the graves, people
began careftdly walking around them.
He overheard one couple say, "Oh, there are people who
have family out here." That’s just the kind of respect hcs been
working for.
KAREN STEEN is afte-hnce wl*er who lives in Tampa.
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Staying Connected to the Water
B MiCHELLE ZAci
PHO OGRAPUVYGAALTO*WARD

THE SiGN AND 1 HE IDENTITY-are relativeb
recent additions to this Gulf coast village, marking the newest
Lhapter in its 160-year history. In the mid-I 800s Cedar Key
was a bustling population center, railway hub, and decpwater
port. After a hurricane devastated the thriving coastal town
in 1896, Cedar Key was a geographically remote, closely
fot
knit community 0f families-most of whom fished
a living. But since 1994, when Florida voters approved a
constitutional amendment banning the nets most commonly
used by commercial fishermen, Cedar Key and other such
coastal villages have struggled to maintain a commercial
fishing heritage,
Now, instead of fishing, the main industry in Cedar Key
is raising clams. It’s a different way of life that employs only
a fraction of the fishermen who were put out of business,
but clamming has enabled the village to continue with an
industry connected to the sea.
Clamming "keeps us connected to the water in a real
way," said Mike Hodges a Cedar Key dam farmer and
wholesaler. Rather than the town being ‘waIl to wall condos
and retirement homes and all anybody does is sit around
on the beach and watch the sun go down, we really use the
waters here. We don’t just look at them as a backdrop."
Over the past 15 years, Ccdar Key has become the top
clam producer in a state that cultivates more hard clams
thaii any other in the nation. In 2001, University of Florida

economists estimated that clam farming contributed about
$34 million to the sutes economy. In 2003, Cedar Key
made more than 75 percent of the state’s cultured clam sales,
mainly to local and out-of-state wholesalers
Clam growers working in the waters off of Levy County,
currendy produce millions of clams a ycat While clams can
be cultured successfiully in a variety of locations in the state,
the ecological conditions of the waters surrounding Cedar Key
are reported to be particularly well suited for growin clain&
For this reason, Leslie Sturmer, the Florida Sea Grant clam
aquaculture specialist who is based in Cedar Key calls the area
a "ciam mecca."
Commercial clam firming was introduced in Florida in
1991 as a federally funded job-retraining program. Initially it
was designed to help out-of-work commercial oystermen after
the waters of the Suwannee Sound were abruptly shut down
to shellfish harvesting due to concerns over pollution. After
the 1994 ban on gill nets, former net fishermen and women
were also eligible to receive clam aquaculture training. In ad
dition to attending dasses in growing, harvesting, processing,
and marketing clams, everyone who completed the program
received a couple 0f two-acre leases for submerged land as well
as an initial batch of seed clam with which to get started.
But fir a variety of reasons, fewer than halfof Cedar Key’s
70 original net fishing participants are still growing clams to
day. And that small number of former commercial fishermen

Birds roost on an abandoned
shack as the sunset lights the
skyoffthe

An aerial view captures nature’s work ot art off the Gulf Coast near Cedar Key, just south of the mouth of the Suwannee River.

represents less than 20 percent of the areas current clam farm
Many former fishermen and women in Cedar Key point
ers. Many of the others are newcomers from northern states or out that ciam growing requires much more capital investment
from Florida’s East Coast clam-producing areas. These people than net fishing. in addition, success in dam farming depends
bring their experience with northeastern clamming tradi on many variables that can’t be controlled. "Everything that
tions as well as connections to
affects people on the dry land
raising corn has the same ef
northern shellfish markets. But
their presence also illustrates
fect on us here, raising the
that clam farming. while obvi
clams," Gill said. Fluctuations
ously a marine-based industry
in levels 0f rainfall, weather
is a new creation rather than
patterns, temperature, and
storms all influence the grow
a continuation of the town’s
long-term, multigenerational,
ing and marketing conditions
commercial fishing heritage.
for the clams. A grower who
plants 400,000 clam seeds
Was it a complete re
placement or transition for
only to have them fail to reach
maturity because the salinity
commercial fishing? "No,"
Sturmer says. "But it has alwas wrong or a school of cowlowed Cedar Key to still be a A Cedar Key fisherman is at work near tile flacks.
nose rays locally known as
fishing community"
Most former fishermen find the aquaculture business to
he highly regimented compared to the excitement of pursuing
mullet in local waters. "The fishing, you had the wild aspect
0f it," said John Gill, a 36-year-old former net fisherman from
Crystal River who grows dams in Cedar Key. ‘You had some
thing different every day. Whereas this, we pretty well live and
breathe clams now."
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"clam-crushers" came by and
ate them all up is out about $4,500.
Successful clam farmers must have money to invest and be
able to ride out the bad periods, which are guaranteed to come.
Mo Beckliam, a 72-year-old former gill net fisherman in Cedar
Key, sums it up this way, "For some people, the damming’s
been real good to them. And for a lot of people, it hasn’t."
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A substantial part of the expenditures go toward purchas all we’re doing is buying time. You can’t h0ld onto a culture in
ing seed clam from various hatcheries throughout the state. one little island."
No one can predict how long Cedar Key can uphold its
Cedar Key clam farmers then plant that seed in "growout" bags
the
sandy
bottom
of
the
Gulf.
In
Floridis
warm
wa
heritage
of working on the water. What everyone agrees on,
staked to
ters, the mesh bags can be raised to the surface and the ciams however, is that if the clamming industry is to continue, the
harvested within 12 to 18 months. Even though they are staked town’s high water quality must be maintained. Federal water
in place, a lot can happen to those hard-shelled critters in a year classification standards for shellfish harvesting are strict, with
levels of marine toxins, bacte
and a half.
ria, and viruses being moni
Gill said he is thankful
tored routinely, in practical
to have Found "another good,
terms, what this means is that
clean living" that he enjoys
city and county governments
and that keeps him connected
have to be vigilant about sew
to the water, but he says that
age and storm water treat
the clamming is "nothing but
ment, controlling effluents,
agriculture with a little bit of
fishing thrown in." This takes
and maintaining overall water
much of the thrill our of the
shed management.
To ensure that their shell
work. Gill and other success
fish-harvesting waters remain
ful clam farmers arc able to
clean and safe-and that com
make more money than they
did net fishing, hut they also
mercial seafood producers
Oysters are harvested at Seahorse Key, near Cedar Key.
work harder and with a more
retain access to coastal infra
regimented schedule.
structures-Cedar Key and Levy County officials have been
Clam growers don’t face the challenges they enjoyed when working to control how development takes place. Cedar Key
trying to "think like a fish" in order to catch them, said Heath City Commissioner Sue Colson strongly supports these efforts
Davis, a city commissioner in Cedar Key who fished as a young to maintain a working waterfront.
man but turned to banking after gill nets were banned. The rel
What has been lost over the past several decades, she notes,
atively stationary clams seem like inanimate objects, he noted. is the fabric 0f life for the state’s "water-dependent peopie," as
"It’s hard to realize those things are animals. You just look at well as their ability to "go to work at their own pace.. and to
them like they’re pennies or something. I hate to say that about exist unfettered." But Colson adds that what has been gained
a living thing, but they’re just kind of boring." Mullet may be a
"is a knowledge and a tenacity and an ability to change gears,
lot of things to a lot ofpeople-food, trash, bait, income-but to continue doing something you want, though maybe not in
they were never boring.
the same way."
Davis hilly supports the new industry, while acknowledg
ing that it is a maritime industry not truly connected to Cedar MICHELLE ZACKS isa doctoral student in the Department of Com
Key’s past. Commercial net fishing was away oflife, and its loss munication at the University of South Florida. in 2002, she and Dr.
represents "a loss of culture for the whole state," he said. "And Mark Neumann received an FHC grant to collect oral histories with the
commercialfishing community ofPine Island.

"CLAMALOT
As Cedar Key was transforming itself into the clamming
capital of the nation, two local folks wrote the following
humorous lyrics to the tune of "Camelot," the theme
song for the 1960 musical of that name. These spoof
lyrics, written by Suzanne Colson and Leslie Sturmer
"with apologies to Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Lowe,"
appeared in their article, "One shining moment known as
Clamalot: The Cedar Key Story,’ published in the Journal
of Shellfish Research in 2000:

FLORIDA

Ask every person if he has heard the story
and tell it strong and clear if he has not,
that once there was a fleeting wisp ofgloty
called Clamalot.
It’s true, it’s true, the climate must be perfict all the year.
In short, there’s simply not a more congenial spot
for happy ever aftering than here
in Clamalo:.
Don’t let it beJi’rgot that once there was a spot
for one briefshining moment
that was known
as Clamalot.
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Once a thriving fishing village, now an enclave of history
ARTICLE AND PHOTOGRAPHY
B MARIA T. PADILLA

In the past, when New Berlin residents looked across the St Johns River
they saw the natural coastIne of Blount Island, a favorite place to fish.
Now they see the machinery of Jacksonville Port.
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THE SANDY SHORE SEEMED MORE LIKE A BEACH
than a riverbank. It curved around inlets that made for great
fishing spots, protected areas of calm shallow water safe for
swimming, too. Cypress trees, live oaks dripping with Span
ish moss, and palm trees offered shade. And because this was
where the St. Johns River met the Atlantic Ocean, the river
was teeming with sea life.
It’s no wonder that nearly 150 years ago, DL Henry Von
Balsan, a German immigrant seeking to escape the tensions of
the impending Civil War, settled on this tush peninsula near
the mouth of the river. The peninsula, in northeast Jackson
ville, was called Yellow Bluft But he renamed it New Berlin
after his native city.

The New Berlin settlement attracted a mix of races: Like its
founder, some were white; others, including ex-slaves and free
men, were black; and still others were mixed-race people from
the surrounding area and from plantations. They formed a corn-.
munity, living in harmony and intermarrying over the years.
They fished, and the river’s bounty supported them. They built
homes, a school, and a church and grew into a community 0f
3,000. For more than a century, the descendants of New Berlin
settlers lived a quiet life.
But then progress brought major changes to their com
munity. The construction of a bridge split New Berlin in half,
dispersing many residents to other parts of Jacksonville. A port
facility sprang up directly across the river from the village, on

r

James Clements takes a fishing break at the three-acre Dames Point city park in the shadow of the Napoleon Bonaparte Broward Bridge. This and, which used to be part
of New Berlin, is bordered by property owned by the Jacksonville Port Authority. Soon a major container-handling port facility will be constructed on 158 acres nearby.

Blount Island. To the community’s west, a cruise port was Their fhmily is one of Jacksonville’s oldest. They can trace their
family roots to nearby Big and Little Talbot islands and the days
temporarily located; and now a container-handling port is be
ing constructed. The container port, leased to a Tokyo-based of Spanish Land Grants.
Until not too long ago. branches 0f the fImiiy plied the
shipping company, is expected to bring hundreds of tractortrailer trucks rumbling right past New Berlin’s 1 00-year-old
river with trawlers for fish and shrimp, earning a good living. The
Christophers were "a prominent fishing family," said Antoinette
church every day.
"They’re encroaching," said Melvin Lang, 66, one of the Jackson, assistant professor of anthropology at the University of
South Florida. Jackson has researched
descendants of New Berlir?s settlers.
Like other longtime residents, Lang is
how some of the area’s black population
upset by the developments. "This was
lived off the river before and after slavery
a Unique commuflity Its so vet’ rare
and well into the 20th century.
fix blacks to own waterfront property
Mildred Christopher Johnson, 80,
who still lives in the lmily home on the
My roots are imbedded here."
°
Back in 1994, the Jacksonville
St. Johns, remembers how the men ‘inCity Council tried to ease the pres
loaded their boats in the front yard and
sure on New Berlin, passing a resolu
how they mended holes in their nets on
tion designating that what’s left of the
A view of New Berlin from the St. Johns River in 1900.
the patio, which today is surrounded not
village is officially an "enclave." This
by trawlers but a chain-link fence.
protected it from industrial zoning, in perpetuity. However,
Johnson, Lang, and others still talk about the great fish
the protection doesn’t extend to the New Bethel AME Church
ing for which Blount Island was known. Johnson’s five brothers
area. And, according to city planners, the new zoning also joined their father in the commercial fishing business, which paid
for the college education of Johnson and her three sisters.
means New Berlin cannot grow.
"The area cannot be encroached upon, but it can’t be cx
The fishing also sustained the family during the Great
panded either," said John Crofts, Jacksonville’s deputy plan- Depression. "I never knew a hungry day in my life," Johnson
fling director.
said. In fact, she didn’t learn about the Depression until she left
As new devclopment continues to move closer, New Ber the village to attend Florida A&M University.
lin may literally become an enclave of history Melvin Lang
These days, it’s not possible to make a living from fishing in
and other members of the Christopher family intend to stay. the river. A ban on net fishing, the most profitable method for
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commercial fishing. made the river less viable for New Berlin
residents. And pollution has taken a terrible toil. Even after
various clean-up campaigns, about 70 million gallons 0f treat
ed wastewater is flushed daily into the river, according to Neil
Armingeon of St. Johns Riverkeeper, a watchdog group. Last
year, the St. Johns along Jacksonville experienced a huge algae
bloom blamed on pollution.
"The fishery in the river, based on what it once was, is
nothing," Armingeon said. State officials consider the St.
Johns to be "impaired," meaning it’s not suitable for fishing
or swimming.
Residential construction is also likely to be a big factor in
the river’s future. "If you 100k at the model being pushed up
and down the river, it’s high residential density," Armingeon
said. "As land and demand goes up, that model will move east
of town toward Dames Point and other areas."
Dames Point, near New Berlin, is where the containerhandling facility is currently under construction. It is slated
to begin operation in 2008, linking Jacksonville directly with
Asia. The expected economic impact: $870 million annually.
That is good news for Jacksonville’s economy, but it is
worrisome for folks in New Berlin. When the port terminal
first opens, about 800 trucks per day are expected to travel
along the only route into or out of their village. When the
operation hits lull stride two years later, the traffic likely will
reach about 1,300 trucks per day, according to Robert Peek,
Jacksonville Port spokesman. Peek said improvements to New
Berlin Road are scheduled simultaneously with terminal con
struction to ease traffic jams, a big village concern.
"It seems we get out of one fight and into another," said
Madeleine Reed, board member of Jacksonville’s Northside
Civic Association, which is fighting For road improvements.
Reed added that she knows better than to stand in the way of
a marine terminal.
And that has been the major struggle in the life 0f the
Jacksonville seaport. said Armingeon of St. Johns Riverkeeper:
Industrial development essentially has crowded out iocal uses
of the rivec About the oniy thing locals use the river for nowa
days is recreational fishing. And with state fish advisories in
effect, it’s best not to eat what you catch.
Reed and others wonder what will become of New Ber
liii, which is hut a glimmer of its former self-a place where
folks can live but where they no longer can earn a living.
The live oaks, cyprcsses, and palm trees remain; and the river,
quiet and gentle, flows along the sandy shore. But these days,
Lang and other family members look out across the water at
the Blount Island port instead of at undisturbed coastline.
There’s no escaping the fact that New Berlin is surrounded
by port development.
Gone and never to return are the days when New Ber
lin kids waited anxiously for the trawlers to return with their
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At top: For more than 100 years, until the late 1 980s, this was the site of
homes nestled under trees in New Berlin village. Now it is part of the Napo
leon Bonaparte Broward Bridge, which spans the St. Johns River northeast
of downtown Jacksonville. The bridge, also called Dames Point Bridge, was
completed in 1989.
Above: Some members of the Christopher family chat outside the AME
Bethel Church. From left, Pat Dorsey Abdur-Itahim, Melvin Lang, Mildred
Christopher Johnson, Altamese Christopher Dorsey, and Theodore Harris
discuss the new road that will bring hundreds of tractor-trailer trucks past
the church every day.

catches. Gone is Christopher’s Pier, a former fishing campturned-restaurant known for miles around.
Christopher family descendants have researched and
documented their history and ties to Jacksonville. The St.
Johns flows in their veins. But that connection grows more
tenuous each day because the river has been "lost" to other
uses, they say.
"This community goes back over 100 years," said Lang,
who is adamant about staying in New Berlin no matter what
happens. "I refuse to se11 my property. They’ll have to come
and bulldoze me down."
MARIA T, PAD ILLA is afree-lance writer who lives in Orlando.
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REMEMBERING THE
FORGOTTEN COAST
Connie May Fowler-aeclaimed novelist, memo irist, essayist,
and screenwriter-hopes the last ‘Real Florida’ coast can recoverfrom a
monster hurricane in time to stave offdevelopers.
B CoNNIE MAY FOWLER
LAST SUMMER, ON JULY 9, 1 ran through Atlanta
Hartsfield Airport, tiying to make a nearly impossible
connection to Athens, Greece. As! sped through a collision
course of fellow travelers I tried unsuccessfully to catchairside-by-airside, monitor-by-monitor-what the CNN
meteorologist was saying about Hurricane Dennis. All I
knew for sure was that the storm was gaining strength as
it buzz-sawed its way north through the Gulf of Mexico. I
also knew that a carpenter from St. Marks-a grown man
named Jirnbo-had finished hanging the ply board storm
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shutters on my sea shack that morning. And I knew that

since I was helpless to affect the storm’s path or intensity, I
should stop fretting and get on the plane that would take
me to Greece where I would spend two weeks teaching
on an island in the middle 0f the placid, non-tidal, non
steroidal Aegean Sea. I told myself, Let the big blow come
that’s Cracker-speak for laissez le kin temp roulez. When
and wherever Dennis struck, I’d be eating feta cheese and
dunking surprisingly good Greek wine on ancient ground
an ocean and continent away.
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As I tumbled toward the airside that was located at the end
under a waxing moon, watching the celestial golden light illu
of the airport’s long concourse, I thought it ironic that in
minate with molten intensity the calm surface of the Aegean,
imagining how little it took for the ancients to conjure stories
less than a day I’d be hanging with folks who had never left
Greece; yet back home the ancestors of people who had emi
in a place of such haunting, insistent beauty. It made me think
grated a century ago from that very country to the Florida
of home and how it too was an ancient, but nor as lauded,
land that inspired both story and song.
Gulf coast would be battening down the hatches and hoping
for the best.
About a week into my stay, on a night when the hot-head
I was nervous. Even I, a jaded Florida native, had never
ed hotel owner had taken the ferry to Athens for a wedding,
seen so many storms grow so fierce,
I dared to use the computer. Mys
so early, so fast. As soon as I board
teriously, the machine never worked
again-at least not during my visit. I
ed the plane and found my seat I
checked my E-mail. My good friends
called my sister. The flight attendant
arid Alligator Point neighbors, Bob
scolded me to shut off my cell phone
but I waved her off. I had to know
and Rhonda Hems, had sent me
a message. It was to be my first in
where the storm was headed. Over
the drone of the engines and chatter
kling as to the damage Dennis had
wrought. Yes, the storm hit west of
of international passengers, I could
Alligator Point but its strong eastern
barely hear my sister, but I’m sure
she said the projected Iandfdl was
C
quadrant had sent a 12-foot wall of
IC
0
z
far to the west of Alligator Point.
water out of shallow Apalachee Bay
Hurricane Dennis Dears flown on Floriaa rannandle and
"You have nothing to worly about,"
and across the coastal hamlets, de
Forgotten Coast, July 2005.
she yelled.
stroying roads, houses, infrastructure,
Ah, I thought as the pla1e defied gravity lifting us through
and businesses. My house, which sits at 13 feet above sea level,
the cerulean Georgia sky we dodged the bullet again.
was spared, but that was weak medicine. I stared, stunned and
Even Angelo’s was
I don’t know what side of Andros Island I ended up on,
shaken, at the photos 0f the
but T do k0 that without the ferr3ç there would have been
destroyed. That venerable seafood restaurant had been built by
Greek-American George Petrandis and then run by two sub
few conveniences we equate with modernity. The hotel had
one Soviet-made computer with dial-up Internet access, and
sequent generations of his family. Petrandis built the original
the owner wasn’t wild about guests using t. I didn’t have an
structure 6r enough into Ochlockonee Bay that it technically
international plan for my cell phone. The English-speaking
was seated in Franklin County waters-which meant he could
channel, BBC, didn’t cover North American weathen The
sell liquor since Wakulla was dry at the time. Homes that had
volume didn’t work on the TV so when I wanted to hear what
been set back across the road were now Gulf front. Nothing
the announcers were saying, I had to press my ear to the screen
looked familiar; reference points had been scrubbed right 0ff
which meant the hair on that side of my face-crackling with
their foundations or torn from their root systems. The land
static electricity-stuck straight out from the side of my head
scape looked violated, bombed.
for the rest of the day. Inexplicably, I couldn’t get an inter
Almost a year later, not much has changed. Getting an
national operator on the hotel phone. When I inquired as to
swers as to why has not been easy. People seem confused, de
why, the hotel staff could suddenly
pressed, overwhelmed. I am deeply
worried about this place, this last
speak only Greek.
But who needed the new world?
vestige of Real Florida. In much the
Dennis had in all likelihood struck
same way as Greece’s Andros Island
somewhere to the west-perhaps as
clings to its 01d ways in defiance of
far away as Louisiana. And I was be
time and progress, St. Marks, St.
ing carted about the island by a man
Theresa, Alligator Point, East Point,
Apalachicola, and to a lesser extent
named Dionysus, a local who really
could not speak English but who
Carrabelle had warded off the pd
had such passion for his island that
mdl catastrophic growth that con
he could point out ancient sites in
tinues to denude and embattle the
Angelo’s Seafood restaurant, run by three generations of a
Greek-American family, is shown with extensive damage after
a way that I actually understoodrest of the state. We were the hold
Hurricane Dennis.
sorta-what he was saying. I was
outs. We had a viable, if dwindling,
thrilled that with every footstep, I touched thousands of years
shrimping fleet. Oystermen tonged these normally still waters
of history; that I was sojourning in the birthplace of sirens,
using age-old methods and care. Mullet fishermen, despite
muses, and storytelling.
controversial restrictions, netted their catches and eked out
On July 10, when Hurricane Dennis made landfall, I was
a meager but honorable living. In the meantime, St. Joe/Ar
not thinking about storms. I was sitting on a stone veranda,
vida began their Sherman-esquc march through the region by
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Folks in Apalachicola enjoy an oyster-shucking competition at the 1986 Florida Seafood Festival.

slapping "No Trespass" signs on eveiy pine tree they owned
and then strategically unveiling their hundred-year plan by
announcing the advent of new developments such as Sum
mer Camp. Signs that things were a-changin’ were everywhere,
most notably in road improvements designed to give prospec
tive buyers a smooth ride in-and a safe ride out come hur
ricane time. The locals persevered, believing in the natural
bounty of land and sea and the untrustworthiness of develop
ers who held public meetings during which they promised to
"do it right."
This is what I thought about the area’s future, pre-Dennis:
We’re going to lose some ground to the developers, no doubt.
But with so much land in public trust, with local public of
ficials who come from fishermaj stock, and with fifth-gen
eration Floridians who while not wealthy are wily in the ways
of politics, we had a chance. Franklin Coung while largely
sacrificing Carrabelle by walling the river with condos, was in
sistent on keeping East Point a working seafood village, replete
with its bay-front row of oyster-processing plants. Alligator
Point continued to be a village solely of houses-mostly parttimers but a growing population of hill-timers-and evoked
a sense of Old Florida isolation, free of tourist traps or hotels.
Apalachicola remained charming and intact, the antebellum
homes forever being sanded and painted, sanded and painted,
sanded and painted again. No one was crazy enough to mess
with Dog Island. And St. George? Well, it was about as tour
isty as we were willing to get. Most of us lived where we did
because life amid the estuary was slow, quiet, peaceful. Few
people had ever heard of the Forgotten Coast despite repeated
stories in the New York Times travel section. We lived there
because the backbone of what gave the place its character-the
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fishery-was still hanging on 1,500 commercial fisherman
live in Franklin County, alone. As long as the fishery was vi
able we had a chance of keeping development in check.
Mother Nature may have accomplished in a few hours
what might have taken developers years to accomplish: longterm, catastrophic, environmental damage. Dennis buried the
oyster beds in several feet of mud. They were closed for weeks.
The oystermen were in peril of not recovering because, in ad
dition to contending with dead oyster beds that had to be
reseeded, many lost their homes and boats in the storm surge.
Then the state reopened limited areas for harvesting-but the
harvest was brief, thanks to an outbreak of red tide that af
fected huge swaths of the Gulf, north to south. Some of the
beds are again open but any optimism is muted as we wait
to see what this hurricane season brings. The oystermen are
persistent and stubborn, but even an imprudent soui would
wonder how much more they can withstand.
Dennis destroyed many of the oyster houses and famed
shanty restaurants on Highway 98 in East Point. A developer
bought some of the land for-you guessed it-condos, but
other oyster-house owners insist they will stay and survive
and perhaps even thrive. Given the bivalve’s pungent odor, I
wonder if oyster houses and condos can co-exist on the same
strip 0f land.
Julia Mae’s Seafood Restaurant, which claimed to be a
world-famous establishment, sold out to a condo developer
prior to Dennis. Rumor has it the land had become so valu
able that the offer was impossible to refuse. Posey’s Oyster
Bar in St. Marks-which truly was world famous-was so
extensively damaged by Dennis that even though the owners
displayed admirable coastal tenacity, reopening within days
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of being hit, Wakulla County officials, citing code violations
and safety concerns, shut them
Posey’s will not re
open; with its cranky charm gone the famous urinal in its
men’s room was a trough filled with ice each morning, many
fear that what was left of the village’s Old Florida character
is gone, as well.
The Petrandis family plans to rebuild Angelo’s-not out
on the water but close to shore. Many hope that when it re
opens, folks will once more see fit to rent the coastal hous
es-and lazy family weekends and holidays will again be the
norm along our sugary-sand coast. The renewal of seafood
restaurants is a vital component in the area’s recovery-both
economically and soulfully. Pood-especiaily the bounty of
the Gulf-is an integral part 0f the Forgotten Coast’s sense
oi well-being. Nearly all 0f our familial customs involve sit
ting down at a windswept table, picking crabs or feasting on
grouper throats or dipping chunks of bulldozers into lemon
butter, and all the while telling tales on each other. We mourn
the toss of Posey’s but see the resurrection ofAngelo’s as a sign
that better days are ahead.
Nevertheless, with so many of the older structures and
businesses destroyed, the character of the area-the sit on the
porch and watch the mullet jump while ospreys fly the ther
mals flavor-may have been forever lost. Perhaps that is what
has slowed the clean up-the despair over what has been iost
and the seeming impossibility of regaining paradise.
Many houses destroyed by Dennis at Alligator Point still
sit in twisted piles-their heaped rubble a testament to the
fact that when you live on the coast, nature is eventually go
ing to hit you with a mighty tantrum. I blame the slow recov
ery on many fctors, but foremost I pin it on the bureaucratic
quagmire people are tossed into when dealing with FEMA,
insurance companies, and local, state, and federal govern
ments. In the wake of last year’s record hurricane season and
the post-Katrina myopic focus on New Orleans a focus that
evidently hasn’t helped the victims much, the quagmire re
sembles not a maze oi red tape but an impassable mountain
of barbed wire. The last time I looked, the Forgotten Coast
was just that: forgotten. Its modest fishing industry survives
solely because the fishermen, shrimpers, and oystermen are
adept at living large while being poor; they would rather live
honestly off the sea than subsist without honor, working for
sub-minimum wages plus tips, carrying tourists’ bags in re
sorts so garish they make me want to puke been to Panama
City lately?. Governments’ ineffectiveness to aid the 2005
hurricane victims drives me to pull out my hair and scream,
"is anybody with a brain in charge?"
Actually, I think I know the answet I think some very
smart people with deep pockets and tons of patience are in
charge and that this spate of monster hurricanes has done
them a tremendous favor. The Apalachee Bay region has put
tered graciously along on a fishing economy underwritten by
eco-tourism. But the truth is a lot of the economy has for years
been quietly driven by real estate developers. Their greed was
kept in check by folks who depended on good clean water
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and healthy estuaries for a living. But Dennis walloped us. It
walloped folks who might not necessarily have the economic
means to wait out this bad spell until the oyster beds are thriv
ing again. It walloped the resolve of some people who said
they would never set! out to developers but have. Houses aren’t
selling on Alligator Point, and the rental market has dried up.
That’s a short-term hit taken by realtors who aren’t in the busi
ness of reshaping the region but making a living off what is
already there. ft is the big developers-those with the ubiqui
tous blueprints of planned communities and condos and golf
courses, those with visions of gas stations on every corner and
an asphalt land bejeweled with McDonald’s and WaLMart,
those who envision quaint museums where a few coastal folk
are trotted out like monkeys on weekends and holidays and
sometimes interviewed by PBS, those who know that eventu
ally most of the fisher folk will go away and hope that they do
because they scare the new, refined population-yes, it’s those
bastards who give me nightmares. They have the money and
vision to survive this mean season, to reshape the Forgotten
Coast in the image of New Florida, a sanitized land where few
birds sing and the mullet that do jump have three eyes and are
of indeterminate sex.
So what’s the good news? Well, I have to believe that the
worried malaise I see in the eyes of folks is temporary and that
we have to give ourselves time, even if the clock is working
against us. We took a big hit; recovery doesn’t happen in a
finger snap. We have to remember that this region has seen
a panoply 0f disasters-man-made and natural-and has
always bounced back. For instance, much of the Apalachee
Bay coastline was used as a practice bombing range during
World War H. When the government was done with places
like Alligator Point, which had pretty well been bombed bare,

Seafood worker Dale Davis, on Apalachicola Bay in 1986, empties a shrimp net.
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Relaxing on the sugar-sand beach of Alligator Point in 1948.

people who loved the coast bought back the land from the
government and revived it. They restored, renourished, and
replanted the sandy plane; they regained their paradise lost.
The big-trunked pine trees that whisper secrets and dreams into
the coastal breeze-the trees I stare at as I try to tap into the
Muse-were planted in recent times. Not a single one of those
trees came down in Dennis. We have to remember that we’ve
had mean seasons before and always the sea turtles returned.
The dune tines reestablished themselves and once more bore
the calligraphy of skink and fox, bear and snake. Bald eagles
came home, nested, and raised their young in a place where
the surf is almost always gentle. The ring-necked turtle doves
flew back from wherever the wild winds pushed them, perched
in the tall pine, and cooed-heralding the evening song and
twilight. The migration of songbirds and butterflies rolled on.
And fishermen again stood in their skiffs and tossed their nets
and harvested a sea that they understood and respected. The
full moon fulfilled its destiny, rising over a place where people
tread softly enough that nature could continue to unfhrl in
ways both mysterious and persistent.
Yes, we have to remember. Because it is in the remem
brance that healing occurs. By remembering we bear witness.
We gain strength. We find, once more, our voices of pro
test and celebration. We might not be able to rebuild Oys
ter House Row or Posey’s or a road right smack dab on the
water’s edge, but we can remember the way it was, and ob
serve nature’s renewal, and then we can insist on having a say
about the future of a region whose true promise does not lie
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in the flawed paradigm of the hurricane tore it down so let’s
hand over what is left to developers hut in the more enduring
notion that if we save the Old Florida sweetness of the place,
we will have given a gift, in the tradition of Ancient Greece,
to the ages: to our children, to nature’s sacred cycles, to the
birds that stitch together our sky, to the civet cats that stare
at us through the deep reeds with what? Curiosity, wonder,
seasoned fear? We will have given the land and sea a second
chance and in so doing will have renewed, hurricanes or no
hurricanes, our humanity.

CONNIE MAY FOWLER, the Irving Bacheller Professor in

Creative Writing at Rollins College, is author of numerous books,
including The Problem with Murmur Lee, When Katie Wakes,
Remembering Blue, and Before Women had Wings.
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SPONGES
B TINA BUCIJYALAS

In the late 1840s Florida
became involved in the
harvesting and trading
of natural sea sponges on
the world market Sponges
became the state’s most
lucrative seaproduct during
the first decade of the 1900s.
On the following five pages,
Florida Folklorist Tina

Bucuvalas describes how
this industry also had an
important cultural impact.

American artist Winslow Itomor painted this watercolor and graphite image of Bahamian spongers in 1885
Homer was in Nassau on assignment for Century Magazine.

By about 1910, Greeks had also moved
IT BEGAN after a French merchant who
was shipwrecked in the Bahamas observed
into Nassau and controlled the Caribbean
local people gathering sponges. Within a
industry. This left Key West as the only West
few years, he initiated the international
Atlantic sponge locus not run by Greeks. In
trade 0f West Atlantic sponges from Jamai
Florida, the profitable nature of the sponge
ca, the Bahamas, Cuba, Honduras, Nicara
industry resulted in conflict between Tar
gua, Mexico-and Florida.
pon Springs Greeks and the Conchs. In
By 1849, Bahamian sponge fishermen
1917, Florida passed a law designed to pro
were harvesting in the Florida Keys. A few
tect Keys hook spongers by banning diving
for sponges in the Keys. The Conchs were
years later, a company in Key West began
selling sponges to the first American sponge
understandably territorial about the Florida
wholesaler, located in New York In 1873, a
beds-the best in the hemisphere. Some
large cache of sponges 9,000 square miles
times they even resorted to violence and
was discovered in the Gulf. This led to the
burned Greek boats.
development of a sponge fleet in the ApalaThese periodic sponge wars between
art from 1954 drama about
chicola area and, by 1890 Tarpon Springs Poster
Greeks
and Conchs were memorialized
the
sponge divers.
became a market for selling Gulf sponges.
in the films Beneath the Twelve Mile Reef
By 1900, Key West had developed
1953 and l6Fathoms Deep 1948, 1934.
into one of the largest world sponge markets. It was supplied The conflict was long and bitter-in fact, when Beneath the
by black and white Bahamians and Conchs residents of Key Twelve Mile Reefwas shown in Key West in 1954, the audi
West, many originally from the Bahamas. They harvested ence loudly cheered for the octopus to kill the diver in the
sponges up the East Coast to Miami and along the Gulf underwater fight scene.
Coast. At that time, they brought the sponges up with longA massive red tide all but destroyed the Florida sponge
handled hooks that they lowered from sailboats. But then
industry from 1938 to 1952. Red tide is toxic algae growth
Greeks, primarily from the Dodecanese Islands, brought that kills sea life and wreaks havoc in Florida waters every denew harvesting techniques to Tarpon Springs. Using deep
cade or two. It wasn’t until the 196Os that the industry was
sea diving equipment as well as hooks on boats that had both revitalized in Miami and the Keys through the efforts of Cu
engines and sails, they could harvest four times the quantity
ban immigrant sponge dealers and fishermen. During the last
few decades, with the return of sponge beds and the strong
and often better quality sponges from deeper waters than
could the Conchs.
demand for natural sponges for beauty products, the industry
The Greek fleets, combined with those of the Conchs
has stabilized at a modest level in both Tarpon Springs and the
and Bahamians, made sponges Florida’s most profitable sea
Miami/Keys area.
product during the first decade 0f the 1 900s. Sponges were
in demand for industrial and medical purposes.
TINA BUCUVALAS is Floridis State Folklorist.
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Sponge Divers Bring
Greek Culture to Florida
Br TINA

BUCUVALAS

IN THE EARLY 1 880s, Philadelphia manufacturer Hamilton Disston
bought 4 million acres of subtropical wilderness, which includedTarpon

Springs on Florida’s Gulf Coast. He built a fashionable hotel in the
town-location of one of the southernmost railroad terminals-and
persuaded wealthy friends to winter there. ‘The snowbirds came and built
extravagant homes around Spring Bayou, cruised the Anclote River,
improved their health at mineral springs, and enjoyed golf, sailing, and
garden parties. By the 1920s, Tarpon Springs was a regional cultural
center promoted as the "Venice of the South." But perhaps it should

have been dubbed the Athens of the South.
As the snowbirds were partying,
hundreds 0f Greek immigrants were
moving into Tarpon Springs with their
deep-sea diving equipment to harvest
natural sponges from the Gulf. They es
tablished a tight-knit Greek connnunity
in Tarpon Springs and soon gained po
litical dominance in the area. The role of
the city as a winter resort fbr the wealthy
declined. By the end of the 1920s, many
northeasterners had left, and the city had
acquired a Mediterranean characten
The Greeks accumulated money
and started moving from Grcektown
into all sections of the city. By 1940
three-quarters of the residents were
0f Greek heritage, making it the most
Greek city in the nation.

How did the Greek sponging in
dustry get started in Tarpon Springs?
In 1886, businessman John Cheyney
began supplying sponges from Tarpon
Springs to the U.S. market, which had
been primarily importing them from the
Mediterranean, Cuba, and the Bahamas.
In 1897 he hired John Cocoris, a Greek
who had been working as a sponge buyer
in the Keys for a New York company.
Cocoris and his three brothers surveyed
the Gulf and found it Ml of sponges at
all depths.
At that time, Floridians hooked
sponges by extending long poles down
into the sea from boat decks. The Cocoris
brothers believed they could improve the
quantity and quality of the harvest by us-

On facing page: A Tarpon Springs sponge diver in
1946 is preparing to go under water.
Above: This statue dedicated to sponge divers
stands before the harbor in Tarpon Springs.
C
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A 1925 postcard shows Tarpon Springs Sponge Exchange and fleet.

ing a different method to harvest spong
es: deep-sea diving, which was common
in the Greek Dodecanese islands of the
southeastern Aegean. Sponges that are
brought up by divers are not damaged;
hooked sponges are torn as they arc
harvested. When the Cocoris brothers
brought a diving crew from Greece, the
first diver reported, "There are enough
sponges down there to supply the whole
world." They immediately sent to Greece
for additional equipment and crews.
in Greece, diving crews from the
sponge-fishing islands 0f Kalymnos,
Halki, arid Symi in the Dodecanese,
and to a lesser extent the Saronic Gulf
islands of Aegina, Hydra, and Spetses,
learned about Tarpon Springs through
letters, newspaper articles, and adver
tisements offering to pay travel expens
es. In the summer of 1905, about 500
men arrived. Within a year or two, there
were 100 sponge boats based in Tarpon
Springs and up to 1,500 Greeks working
Florida waters.
The Greek immigrants quickly rev
olutionized the sponge industry, shifting
the center from the eastern Mediterra
nean to Tarpon Springs. Sponge harvest
ing was the hugest industry in florida
by 1908. By 1918 the Greeks were pro
ducing more than 355,000 pounds an
nually, compared to the annual harvest
of 108,000 pounds by others in Florida
waters. By 1936,Tarpon Springs’ annual
production was over 600000 pounds.
Greeks continued to immigrate
to Tarpon for decades. They not only
sought better opportunities in a danger
ous, difficult industry, but they wanted
to escape the deteriorating political
conditions iii their homeland. In 1912,
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Murals on a building near the harbor reflect how Greek culture coexists with
tourism in Tarpon Springs.

Italy seized the predominantly Greek
Dodecanese islands from Turkey. This
curtailed access to the nearby Turkish
mainland, so islanders could not obtain
wood for boats or graze their flocks on
the mainland. The Greeks undermined
the authorities and their attempts to
ianize the Greek culture. In retaliation,
the Italians forbade sponge fishing in the
productive area off Libya. The situation
was exacerbated by food shortages and
disruptions in maritime activities during
World War I.
Early conditions in Tarpon Springs
were primitive compared to some
Greek cities or islands. Yet the immi
grants found it possible to continue
many Greek cultural and occupational
practices. Local sponge merchants es
tablished warehouses with branches in
their home islands and in world capi
tals; European buyers visited; and inves
tors financed sponge-fishing ventures
and boat building.
Across from the docks, the Sponge
Exchange provided a cooperative ware
house with iron-grilled storage cells sep
arating the catches. The Greeks donated
a percentage of the proceeds from their
twice-weekly sponge auctions to build
a church dedicated to St. Nicholas, pa
tron saint of mariners. The sponging
industry attracted other businesses, in
cluding ship chandlers, machine shops,
a sail loft, and sponge-packing houses.
Many boats biIt in Tarpon Springs and
by Greeks in Apalachicola were based
on Dodecanese designs.
Shortly after their arrival, the Greeks
began to dominate the political sphere,
in part because there were so many of
them in an otherwise sparsely popu
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TARPON SPRINGS, Fit

lop: A Tarpon Springs diver brings a sponge up
from the bottom in 1944.
Middle: An undated postcard advertising the
St. Nicholas Boat Line sponge diving exhibition
in Tarpon Springs.
Bottom: A sponge worker holds sheep-wool sponges
ready for market in 1930.

Boats still embark from Tarpon Springs harbor to collect sponges.

lated town, but also because they allied
themselves with black Tarponites-de
scendants of dozens oi Bahamian blacks
who migrated to Tarpon Springs from
Key West in the late 19th century. The
black residents developed ciose relation
ships with the Greeks while working
on their boats as cooks, lifeline tenders,
and sometimes divers. Many learned to
speak Greek with a Dodecanese accent.
Tarpon Springs sponge industry
sharply declined, starting in 1946 when
the toxic algae bloom called red tide
devastated the Florida sponge beds. Si
multaneously, Mediterranean sponges
flooded the market, and DuPont intro
duced cheap synthetic sponges. By 1948
Tarpon’s sponge harvest had plummeted
to 74,000 pounds. Two-thirds of the
boats were forced out of business, and
many families left for the northern steel
mills. It took more than 10 years for the
shallow beds to recover-and almost 20
years for the deeper beds. By then, most
Tarponites had entered more secure oc
cupations.
World demand for natural sponges
has always exceeded supply, so the in
dustry endures in Tarpon Springs on a
smaller scale. It achieved a major come
back in 1986, with 450 people and 95
boats employed and profits at $10 mil
lion annually. By 1996, pollution and
other factors caused the industry to
plateau at about 11 boats, though Tar
pon Springs remains an active port for
shrimping and other commercial fish
ing. Today most divers use modern gear
and descend oniy 30 to 60 feet. Despite
the availability of sponges, it is difficult
to recruit Americans or bring more div
ers from Greece.

The interior of St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox Church. which is the center of Greek culture
in Tarpon Springs.

Currently, only 25 percent of Tar
pon Springs’s 20,000 residents are
Greek heritage, because many have
moved to nearby communities fbr work
or new homes. Still, Tarpon Springs is
the epicenter of a corridor stretching
north, south, and east that hosts such a
large ethnic population that the Greek
government recently established a con
sulate in Tampa. Greek Americans, par
ticularly those with Dodecanese heri
tage, retain significant political power in
city, state, and federal spheres.
Tarpon Springs preserves its strong
ethnic character and nnritime heritage.
Although immigration slowed after the
early 20th century, a steady stream con
tinues into the present. Greek cultural
heritage has been reinforced in recent
years with the return of many former
residents who moved north for work,
as well as the relocation of other Greek
Americans attracted by the strong Greek
infrastructure.
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It is that strong Greek character that
now attracts a million tourists annually
to Tarpon Springs. Once again, tourism
has become the City’s largest industry,
bringing in $20 million annually. The
activities for tourists are centered on Do
decanese Boulevard, along the Sponge
Docks where boats still unload sponges
or transport tourists. Across the street,
the Sponge Exchange now transformed
into boutiques is nestled between pre
dominantly Greek-chemed shops, 100d
establishments, and specialty stores. Al
though the businesses cater to tourists,
many locals frequent them, and visitors
include a sizeabk percentage of Greek
Americans seeking a sense of their ances
tral home.
TINA BUCUVALAS is State Folklorist
with the Florida Folk4/è Program.
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The Net Ban Controversy
IN 1994 FLORIDA VOTERS APPROVED a constitution
al amendment that banned the use of entanglement nets in
near-shore waters. This type of net, commonly called a gill net,
hangs like a curtain in the water, creating an invisible wall of
monofilament that snags fish as they try to swim through it.
Because of its effectiveness, the gill net was the fiworite
tooi of Florida’s commercial fishermen for more than a cen
wry. They primarily targeted mullet. But sports fishermen ar
gued that the gill net was a major threat to sports fish like sea
trout, too. Once entangled in the nets, the sports fish could
not be released back into the sea; they died. The anglers also
argued that net fishers were causing a dedine in mullet stocks,
which in turn affected the numerous species 0f marine life in
cluding many game fish that fed on mullet.
In the early I 990s, the recreational sports anglers formed

a coalition with conservation groups and organized a drive to
ban the gill net. They pointed to a dramatic increase in mul
let harvesting during spawning season because of the lucrative
Asian markets for mullet roe. This led to a decline in mullet
stocks, which affected the other species that fed on mullet, the
coalition said, in addition, the gill nets entangled and killed
non-targeted marine-life species such as green sea turtles and
dolphins, they said. They organized a campaign, "Save Our
Sealife," calling for an amendment to the Florida constitution
banning the use of these nets.
Commercial fishermen and others who opposed the net
ban countered that the mullet fishery had not collapsed nor
been over-fished and said the allegations regarding turtles,
dolphins, and other marine-life species were grossly exagger
ated. They pointed out that commercial fishers about 19,400

IN A SERIES OF OIL PAINTINGS,
Fort Pierce artist Philip S. Steel
captured the labor and love oi local
fishermen ax their livelihood was in
transition because of the net ban.
Steel was inspired to portray the
lives of fifth- and sixth-generation
fishermen after listening to their
stories and accompanying them as
they plied the waters. On viewing
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Steel’s paintings, Vero Beach writer
Evelyn Wilde Mayerson wrote a oneman play entitled "Net Loss," which
gives voice to the fishermen who
could no longer make a living from
the sea. The play and the paintings
appeared together on stages around
Florida in a tout funded by P1-IC.
Scholar-led discussions followed each
performance.
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licensed in 1994 were vastly outnumbered by the number of
recreational fishermen who were plying Florida waters about
2.5 million in-state residents licensed in 1994. Net-ban op
ponents argued that it was the increase in sports fishing and
the use of advanced fishing equipment that placed too much
pressure on fish populations-and that the increasing number
of recreational boats were damaging fish habitat. Commercial
fishermen maintained that they provided a valuable service by
catching fresh fish for the public.
The net-ban backers framed the issue in terms 0f environ
mental conservation. Those who opposed the net ban say that
it was actually a fight over "who got the fish."
The proposed constitutional amendment that was put
before the voters in 1994 stated in part:
The marine resources of the State at Florida belong to all the
people of the state and should be conserved and managed for
the benefit of the state, its people, an future generations.
To this end the people hereby enact limitations on marine net
fishing in Florida waters to protect saltwater finfish, shellfish,
and other marine animals from unnecessary killing overfishing,
and waste. No gill nets or other entangling nets shall be used

in any Florida waters. No other type of net connecting more
than 500 square feet mesh area shall be used in nearshore
and inshore Florida waters all Florida waters inside a line
three miles seaward of the coastline along the GilIf of Mexico
and inside a line one mile seaward of the coastline along the
Atlantic Ocean.

The constitutional amendment was approved by 72 per
cent 0f the voters-nearly 3 million peopie. "That vote was a
turning point," said Bob Jones, executive director of the South

east Fisheries Association. "ft devastated the state’s commercial
fishing industry. It still hasn’t fully recovered."
Karen Bell, whose family started the Cortez-based A.P
Bell Fish Company in 1940, said the net ban cut her compa
ny’s sales from $6 million to $3 million in just one year. "A lot
of people just stopped hshing," she said. "It ended a way of life
for a 1ot of people."
The perception after the net ban is that mullet stocks
are healthy, as are those of trout, red drum, and snook-spe
cies that rely heavily on mullet in their diets. Wading birds,
which feed on mullet fingerlings, are also perceived to have
benefited.
"The general consensus is that the [net ban] has had a
positive outcome," said Luiz Barbieri oi the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Institute in St. Petersburg. "But it is
hard to quanri the impact it has had on individual species
because there were also numerous regulation changes at the
same time."
Informationfir this article was compiled from several sources, including
journalist Teriy Thmalin; maritime anthropologist MichaelJepson;
and "The 1994 Net Ban ConstitutionalAmendment: A Case Study of
Marine Fisheries Management in Floruk ly Shepherd Russell Grimes
at Texas A&M Universi
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No Shrimp, No Seafood, No Bait.
Only Memor
ARTICLE AND PHOTOGRAPHY

By ANDREW HUSE

Victor Licata
A WOODEN
opened the Seabreeze
MERMAID with a
strangely sad expression
Restaurant in 1926,
sat among fishnets arid
blending his beloved
rope in the dining room.
Italian cooking with
Tampas Cuban and
The bar, anything but
Cracker influences.
fancy, made the blue
Licata saw promise in
collars feel at home;
while businessmen from
the sandy spit of land on
downtown appreciated the
McKay Bay, an inlet east
of downtown Tampa.
quick service and beautiful
The restaurant began as
view of Tampa Bay.
of
Families came for dinner,
r a hut-about the size
a fruit stand-fashioned
and the kids marveled
from cypress planks and
at shrimp boats docked
palmetto fronds.
by the seafood market
next door. At night,
The aroma of
Robert and Helen Richards pose for a photo in front of the shrimp trawlers that kept
couples exchanged sweet
Licatas wood-burning
the Seatireeze supplied with fresh seafood.
nothings over plates of the
stove lured many hungry
restaurant’s famous deviled
fishermen over the years.
crab. Outside, teens claimed the crushed-shell parking lot
He gladly prepared food brought by patrons, many who ar
rived by boat with the catch of the day. Others were blue-col
as their place to hang out; they’d sit on the hoods of their
cars to see the screen of the Auto Park Drive-in Theater
lar workers from the nearby industrial and port installations.
across the Street, trying to follow the movie plots by reading
Then Licata built a more substantial restaurant with rows of
the actors’ lips.
windows to showcase the waterfront view, and he expanded
The Seabreeze Restaurant, a cultural and culinary
the menu. His clientele expanded, too.
landmark in Tampa for 80 years, was many things to
But it was much more than just the ambiance that at
many people. Folks went there for fresh seafood, bayside
tracted customers. It was the food. The Licata family arguably
breezes, and a sense of belonging. It was a place where
invented the deviled crab, a large croquette spiked with spicy
tomato sauce. Hot red pepper flakes provided the heat that
they coild relax and eat and talk and fall in love-and
even get married.
prompted patrons to call the croquettes "hot as the devil." Pa
But now the Seabreeze is closed, another casualty of
trons also enjoyed Crab Enchilada or as the Crackers called
progress along Florida’s coast. The squat building, an icon
it, "Crab Chilau", cracked whole crab simmered in a savory
respeaable,
sits
vacant
marinara sauce and served over pasta. Spaghetti and meatballs
that was at once ramshackle and
and covered by scrawled messages: "Stay Out." "No
always sold well, as did the mild oyster stew and beef stew
Shrimp. No Bait or Seafood." Soon, all that will be left are
over yellow rice.
the memories.
World War II brought a host of military and industrial
"They cooked on a wood stove," said Hugh Twiggs,
developments to Tampa, and the Scabreeze served as the
reminiscing about the Seabreeze in the l920s and ‘30s.
avorite stomping ground of workers, sailors, and soldiers.
"Crabs and fish, smoked or fried.., swamp cabbage and
A gazebo at the end 0f the restaurant’s dock hosted formal
dances. The restaurant soon claimed a prominent place on the
anything out of the woods or water."
"We practically lived on the dance floor," Mary Henry
itinerary oi Tampa’s young adults.
said of the World War Il-era Seabreeze. "We’d stay until
In 1950, the Seabreeze burned down. But Victor Licata’s
Sons George and Tony hauled an old barracks building
three in the morning. Oh and they had the best band and
the best food. 111 never have another good time, I lived to
over from the decommissioned Drew Field today’s Tampa
see it. The Seabreeze was the place!"
International Airport. The new Seabreeze was much smaller
George Skipper, a longtime customer, described the
and less formal, but those were not disadvantages during the
drive-in craze. In the 1950s and 60s, young folks ate, drank,
fantastic sunset dinners and mourned losing "the feel of
family.. most of all."
and fell in love in the Seabreeze’s parking lot. A tempJe to
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American drive-in culture, the restaurants good times, savoly
aromas, and music provided by outdoor jukeboxes drifted
over the waters of the bay.
The ‘ow prices and good food made a night at the
Seabreeze within almost anyone’s reach. When Melvin and
Margaret Sutley married in 1957, they could not afford to
leave town for a honeymoon. So they went to the Seabreeze,
ate deviled crabs and a Cuban sandwich, and shared a Coke;
all of which cost less than one dollar.
Yeona Piarrot always looked forward to Independence
Day, when her mother would drive the family to the Seabreeze to eat "as many deviled crabs as she could af
ford’ and watch the fireworks over the water.
Marshall Browning ate on the dock while
he fished the night away Visitors from all
walks of life bought deviled crabs by the
dozen in paper bags.
In the iate l960s, Palmetto Beach
natives Robert and Helen Richards built
a seafood shop next to the Seabreeze and
began supplying the restaurant with fresh
shrimp and soft-shelled crabs. By 1970
they acquired a fleet of shrimp trawlers, and
the fresh seafood attracted crowds of customers.
After decades oi supplying the restaurant and market
with seafood, the Richards family became alarmed when the
Licatas put the property up for sale. The lack of alternative
locations made buying the Seabreeze the only option for the
Richards to stay in business. They bought the restaurant in
1990 and operated it for more than a decade.

Photo by Andrew Huse

The Seabreeze Restaurant, once a cultural and culinary landmark in Tampa,
stands vacant-a casualty of progress.

One of the changes they made was the installation of the
"Love Rock" beside the restaurant in the mid-1990s. This was
prompted by the Seabreezcs reputation for kindling romances.
The multi-tiered slab 0f pink marble and the location quickly
became popular with a new generation oi lovers. The Seabreeze
hosted many weddings on the Love Rock.
But a few years ago, the Richards realized that they
could no longer keep the Seabreeze afloat financially. The
declining health of the bay and Gulf made the shrimp fleet a
liability. Increasingly restrictive fshing laws hampered busi
ness, Slackening sales at the restaurant put the Seabreeze in
the red. They sold the property to International
Ship Repair, and they retired.
In the restaurant’s final days, longtime
patrons scribbled their good wishes on
place mats and napkins. Many wrote as if
a member of their family had died. Even
author, in a moment 0f nostalgia, wrote
some verse, concluding, "Please forgive our
ship, moored at last / Forgive us this visage,
worn and drab / For now we’re left to nurse our
dreams I Instead of deviled crabs." On the final
day of business, the Seabreeze treated all corners like
family one more time. Robert and Helen Richards fed th0sands of people that day at no charge.
ANDREW I-IUSE, longtime Tampa-area resident and assistant
librarian at the Florida Studies Center and Special Collections
Department oft/it University of South Florida Tampa, coautho red the
Seabreeze By the Bay Cookbook with Robert and Helen Richards.

Book Reviews
The Swamp: The Everglades, Florida,
and the Politics ofParadise
By Miciun

GRUNWALO

464 pages. Simon & Schuster.
$27
Reviewed by Jack E. Davis
THE PUBLICATION OF FOUR OTHER BOOKS on
the Everglades since 1999 has made Michael Grunwaith
subject popular literary territory. None of the others,
however, reaches so deeply into the muck 0f Everglades
history as does Grunwald’s exhaustively researched and
insightful study. Its driving narrative is reminiscent of
Marjory Stoneman Douglas’s 1947 classic, The Everglades:
River ofGrass, with Grunwald covering a broader
chronological sweep.
An award-winning environmental reporter with the
Washington Post, Grunwald is interested not simply in the
wetland that was once officially deemed a useless swamp. Of
Central interest
is the quagmire
of politic.s and

public policy
that have sucked
the Everglades
half dry He
opens with a
snapshot of
Congress’s
bipartisan
passage of
the 2000
Comprehensive
Everglades
Restoration
Project CERP,
and then takes
his story back
to the last
civilization,
the Glades people, who sustained a reasonable balance
with South F1oridas natural offerings. Their successors, the
Spanish and the Americans, were culturally programmed
to live against rather than with the natural environment, to
transform the wet wasteland into productive dry land.
Grunwald is careful not to judge historical predecessors
who besieged the Everglades and its wildlife with
development and watcr-managemen projects. They lacked
the scientffic understanding of today, he argues. But so
too did the Glades people, and Grunwald’s own book
overflows with schemers and dreamers who wanted to tame
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the wilderness to secure riches. It was not unusual for land
merchants, engineers, and politicians-including Florida
governors-to collude in questionable profit-making. There
was also the Army Corps of Engineers, which in justifiuing
its presence constantly revised drainage, floodcontrol, and
restoration plans.
If not for this cast of characters, there would have
been no need for the many people who tried to undo the
damage. They are the ones who ultimately give Grunwald
hope. There were the dub women who challenged greedy
wildlife poachers; the early naturalists ho worried about
the loss of Eden; the loquacious white-haired landscape
architect Ernest Coc, "Papa" of Everglades National Park;
the crusty former plumber Johnny Jones, who as head
of the Florida Wildlife Federation authored important
environmental legislation; the chain-smoking and brilliant,
but academically ostracized scientist Art Marshall, whose
"repair" plan irked exploiters; and a string of governors
who each had their hopes for the survival of the Everglades.
After spending untold millions to subdue the Everglades,
the Federal and state governments turned around and
committed billions For CERR which critics say is a
smokescreen for growth-oriented water management.
Grunwald’s book is hard-boiled history at its best:
truth that reads with the thrill of fiction. Curiously, the
past is apparently not prelude for Grunwald. Despite what
American civilization has done in South Florida, he is
singularly optimistic about saving the Everglades. Yet even
he observes that in today’s ecologically informed existence,
the priorities of distended population growth continue
to press willftully against the shrunken Everglades. As an
Everglades National Park ranger told me, every year the
encroaching city lights from Dade County grow brighter in
the wet hinterland, where in recent memory only the moon
and stars illuminated the night sky.

HUMANITIES

Southernmost Art and
Literary Portraits
BYJLMM ROBERTS

232 pages. Mercer University Press.

$40
Reviewed by Maurice J. O’Sullivan
WHEN THE ROMAN POET Quintus Horatius Flaccus
penned his famous simile "utpicturapoesis" a poem is like a
painting in Ars Poetica, his verse epistle to the Piso family,
he was joining a complex conversation on the relationship
between literature and the visual arts that stretches back to
Aristotle and Simonides of Creon.
Orlando photographer Jimin Roberts has entered
this conversation with his SouthernmostArtandLiteray

COUNCJL

a wider angle to show Williams

Portraits, a complex and

fascinating celebration of
chiaroscuro, creativity, and
cameras.
Focusing on his subjects’
physical and aesthetic
connections with Florida,
Roberts photographs them in
the privacy and isolation of their
homes or studios. As his camera
plays with the state’s glorious
ambient light and the shadows
it casts, his portraits reflect the
book’s head note from Henry
James: "We work in shadows."
‘While Roberts bathes a radiant
Annie Dillard in light, he finds
pooh of shadows framing a
pensive Richard Eberhart and a
thoughtful Isaac Bashevis Singer.
A widely admired free
lance photographer whose work has appeared in the New
York Times Magazine, Rolling Stone, and Vogue-as well
as on the covers of albums by the Ailman Brothers and
Otis Redding-Roberts’s collection draws on Florida’s
extraordinary population of talent. His subjects include 12
Pulitzer Prize winners, seven recipients of the National Book
Award, and a Nobel Laureate, as well as dozens of additional
bestselling writers and noted painters and sculptors.
Like the photographs themselves, each of the book’s
three major sections seems deceptively simple. The first,
"Portraits," pairs a photograph of each artist or authoreither at work or pausing from work, quietly and intimately
surrounded by the tools of their trade-with a facing page
that includes a brief reflection from the subject on how he
or she started working, along with a short biography. Patrick
Smith swivels away from his typewriter and collection of
Native American images; Larry Rivers turns to his side to
offer his own profile against a backdrop of a self portrait;
and John Knowles glances up from what looks like a bound
manuscript with business envelopes, business cards, and a bag
of books scattered by his feet.
The second section, a quartet of "Conversations,"
provides each person a slightly longer opportunity to answer
Roberts’s questions. Asked about their first impressions
of Florida, Aim Beanie remembers, "It was ‘other.’ It was
sunny. It looked like people were having fun," while Thomas
McGuane found it "all birds and lizards and land crabs."
The last section, "Second Takes," presents alternative
views of each artist. In "Portraits," thr example, Joy Williams,
all awkward elbows and knees, hunches over her writing and
offers the camera only that semi-smile we begrudgingly grant
those who interrupt us. For her "Second Take," Roberts uses

FLORIDA

leaning comfortably back and
smiling broadly as her German
shepherd curls protectively at
her feet.
Within each section,
Roberts’s photographs,
occasionally playful,
occasionally thoughtful, and
occasionally solemn, comment
on each other in a rich
dialogue of images and choices
Thomas McGuane’s pencil
and lined paper, Dick Francis’s
Paleozoic 1988 Radio Shack
computer, and Harry Crews’s
can of Budweiser.
At the same time all three
sections engage each other
in additional conversations.
John Malcolm Brinnin’s
first portrait, for example, with the oddly cherubic writer
in a dark shirt poised over a dark typewriter in a darkly
illuminated room despite the sun-flooded landscape peeking
through his window, stands in sharp contrast with a far
leaner second-take Brinnin in white shirt and slacks against
a bright white wall, his deeply creased face opening into an
enormous grin. Those alternative Brinn ins not only offer a
dialogue with each other about an artist at different stages of
his life, but thq also enter into a complex colloquy with his
comments on writing as "another attempt of the ego to get
through the looking glass and discover what’s left" and his
later reflections on Florida, work, and art.
Although an index would have made the collection
easier to use, it might have interrupted the serendipity of
discovery and complexity of dialogues. Roberts does try to
help his readers by organizing each section alphabetically.
And one wonderful touch is the introduction by John
D. MacDonald, originally part of a museum exhibition
of the early portraits. Hearing MacDonald describe these
"microseconds 0f reality" that Jimm Roberts has captured
in image and word brings back the voice of a true Florida
original and adds one more pleasure to this marvelous
record of our artistic heritage.
JACK E. DAVIS is associatepro]?ssor of history at the University
of Florida and author of theJbrthcoming book, Life with the
Everglades: Marjory Storiemari Douglas and the Evolution of
American Environmentalism.
MAURICE 5. O’SULLIVAN isprofessor and chair ofthe
Department of English at Rollins College.
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PAUL S. GPORGE

FLORIDA’S OLDEST seacoast lighthouse rises 95 feet
above the waters 0f Biscayne Bay and the Atlarnic Ocean.
There it has presided, a witness to history for nearly 200
years. The Cape Florida Lighthouse on Key Biscayne has
seen ships wrecking on the Great Florida Reef; runaway
slaves stopping by on their way to freedom; Seminole Indi
ans pursuing refugees oi a massacre; Confederate sympathiz
ers trying to outwit Union saikrs; and, according to rumor,
an infamous pirate or two hiding out at a nearby inlet. In
more recent times, the old whitewashed
c.,nw1duet
lighthouse has seen environmentalists
and developers squaring off over the fate
of the land surrounding it. The environ

mentalists prevailed, and now the light
house iooks out over the many swimmers
enjoying the nearby crystalline waters of
Bill Baggs State Park.
The Cape Florida Lighthouse is the
oldest building on the southeast Florida
rnainand and the first land-based light
house constructed on the Florida coast
It was built as part of a federal effort to
keep vessels away from the treacherous
Great Florida Reef and the hidden sand
bars in and around the Gulf Stream six

7’constructed of red brick. It was later whitewashed to prevent

the ekinents from erodiug the bricks, as well as to heighten
its visibility. The lighthouse’s early years were quiet, although
complaints abounded over the weakness of its light, which
every three seconds and made it ineffective at pre
venting shipwrecks.
But then it became the site of many dramas. During its
first Few decades, people running from the mainland sought
refuge in and around it. The nearby southern edge of Key
l3iscayne was a ‘station" in a Southern
version of the "Underground Railroad."
2
C
There Fugitive slaves were offered help and
U,
transportation to freedom in the British
Bahamas.
In July 1836, abour 50 Semhiole In
2
dians attacked the lighthouse complex,
which was harboring residents of the area
following an Indian massacre on the New
River in Fort Lauderdale. This was during

the Second Seminole War 1835-1842.
Indians burned the keeper’s cottage and
outbuildings and killed Aaron Carter, a
helper to assistant Lighthouse keeper John
Thompson. Thompson was in charge at
the time; the keeper was visiting Key West
his family had withdrawn to safety
where
miles out at sea.
because
of the hostile Indians in the area.
In 1822, the year Florida became a
Thompson
suffered gunshot wounds
U.S. Territory, Congress earmarked the
and
retreated
to
the tower, climbing the
florida
postcarU
showing
the
Cape
An undated
first $8,000 to build it. Another $6,OOO
Lighthouse.
wooden stairs. He moved out to a narrow
was appropriated in the spring of 1824.
balcony after a fire erupted, apparently
The government contracted with Samuel
stored cans of oil were perforated and ignited. The
B. Lincoln of Boston to construct the light on Key Biscaync when
roaring fire and the flying glass from ruptured windows may
and sinular structures on Key West and the Dry Tortugas.
try to end his life. Whatever his mo
With plans in hand, Lincoln set sail for Key Biscayne and was have prompted him to
tives, Thompson pushed a keg of gunpowder down the stairs,
never seen again, presumed to be lost at sea. Then Noah B.
causing a fearsome explosion that rocked the building. The
I-lumphries was hired to take over the project.
he was dead and left the scene.
The lighthouse, along with a two-story keeper’s house, Indians apparently assumed
heard
12 miles out at sea by sailors
was
The explosion
cookhouse, cistern, and outhouse, arose in the center of three
naval
vessej.
The following day, they resacres of land that had been purchased for $225. Construc on an American
disabled
but alive. Thompson
who
was
tion proceeded quickly. and the light flickered for the first cued Thompson,
because
the
flames had burned
in
the
tower,
was stranded up
time on December 17, 825.
twine from a
captain
fired
staircase.
The
ship’s
The original structure was only 65 feet high and was the wooden
A drawing of the Cape Florida Lighthouse. est. 1871

Florida State Archives

musket, which Thompson caught, enabling him to pull up
heavier ropes. Crewmen climbed up and set up a pulley to
lower him to the ground.
In the year following the attack, Congress appropri
ated $10,000 for reconstruction of the lighthouse. But when
workers arrived, Indians still controlled the area. Accord
ingly, the lighthouse was not re-lit until 1847, following an
additional grant of$13,000 from the Congress. Delays in its
completion also resulted from mishaps at sea: "contractors’
vessels with materials having been run foul 0f at sea." Also,
the lantern was initially installed "in an insecure manner."
Near the light, the keeper’s cottage was rebuilt.
in the early l850s, a young Army officer was charged
with redesigning the lighthouse, along with other lights
along the Great Florida Reef. Lieutenant George Meade, a
civil engineer destined to become a Union hero during the
Civil War Battle of Gettysburg, decided that the Cape Florida light needed to be strengthened.
Meade observed that the light "marking as it does a
prominent point on a most dangerous coast... near cur
rents and dangerous reefs.., renders it of absolute importance
that it should be increased to a first-class sea-cast light." He
said the light should be raised to a height that would allow
it to be seen from the shipping lanes at least 20 miles out at
sea. Under his direction, the tower height was increased by
30 feet, and workers installed a second-order Presnel lens,
whose powerful, concentrated beam would be visible farther
out in the Gulf Stream.
But the lighthouse suffered another setback in 1861,
when, in the early stages of the Civil War, Confederate sym
pathizers destroyed the Fresnel lens and removed the reflec
tors to prevent the light from helping Union sailors control
ling the surrounding waters, in 1866, following the end of
the conflict, the light was repaired and re-lit. It operated for
the next dozen years until it was replaced by the screwpile
Fowey Rocks Lighthouse, standing tall at 111 feet while
straddling the Great Florida Reef.
Ten years after the Cape Florida Lighthouse was decom
missioned, the Biscayne Bay Yacht Club rented the light for
$1 per yean During the next five years, the light served as the
venue For many lively yachtclub gatherings, in 1898, the
lighthouse was conscripted as the Cape Florida Tower during
the brief Spanish-American War.
in the early l900s, Walter Davis, a descendant 0f the
woman Mary Ann Davis who originally sold the land For
the lighthouse, purchased the structure and the land sur
rounding it from the federal government. Thus the owner
ship of the area was brought full circle, in the meantime, the
erosion of the shoreline in its vicinity brought the conicalshaped tower dangerously close to water’s edge, prompting
an expensive project designed to reinforce and strengthen
the tower’s foundation, as well as to enhance the size oi the
shoreline.
The fortunes of the 2,200-acre island of Key Biscayne
changed in the 20th century. WilliamJ. Matheson, a wealthy
A photograph of the Cape Florida Lighthouse in the 1 970s.
Photo: florida State ArchSes
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chemist, industrialist, and businessman
from New York, purchased 1,700 acres
north oi the lighthouse and established
a large coconut plantation over much of
the land. In 1947, a causeway opened
between the city of Miami and Key
Biscayne, paving the way for the resi
dential development of much of the old
plantation.
Closer to the light, developers un
veiled elaborate plans for transforma
tion 0f the southern portions of the
island. However, environmentalists and
other parties fought to keep this virgin
land out 0f the hands of developers.
They persuaded the state 0f Florida to
purchase the lighthouse property and
the remaining undeveloped acreage sur
rounding it and convert the area into a
state park. Named for a visionary edi
tor of the Miami News who was in the
forefront of the effort to create the park,
the Bill Baggs State Park and Recreation
Area opened on January 1, 1967. At
the same time, replicas of the original
keeper’s cottage and the outbuildings
were built.
In 1978, after 100 years of dark
ness, the Cape Florida Lighthouse,
under the auspices of the U. S. Coast
Guard, was again re-lit as an aid to
navigators. The Jighthouse structure,
however, suffered during Hurricane
Andrew in 1992, and, even before the
storm, was in need of major repairs.
As a result, Dade Heritage Trust, a
county preservation group. working in
conjunction with the Florida Bureau
of Historic Preservation, mrninted a
successful campaign to raise a million
dollars for its restoration. Work quickly
proceeded. On July 27, 1996-the eve
0f Miami’s one-hundredth birthdaythe restored lighthouse was dedicated,
and its beacon began flickering again.
Today, visitors to the park can tour
the historic structure, climb to the top
0f its tower, and observe the stunning
waters and sandy beach below while
listening to a park ranger recall its dra
matic history.

Historical Museum of Southern Florida.
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the good old days of
1965,

snook fever, Hum
hasnt found it. join
him on his quest For

the St. Johns River.
S9.95
pb

‘the big one."
pb

The St. Johns
River Guidebook
Kevin Mccarthy
A guide to the
wildlife, history,
and major towns
and cities on the St
Johns Rivet.

$1295

S14.95

Florida History

from the Highways
Douglas Waitley
Discover F1orida unique and

pb

exciting hi tory by Journeying

Florida History
Hemingway’s Cats
Carlene

battle between
luunan ambition

Eredericka

14.95

pb

Ira

Erenrien

An exploration of
the life, the loves,
and the pets of
Ernest Hemingway.

and the West
Indian hurricanes

in south Florida
from 1831 to 1935.
$19.95

breakfasts.

along its highway
IS.95 pb

Tropical Surge
Benjamin Reilly
The story of the

I

Florida’s Finest Inns & B&B’s
Bruce Hunt
A travel guide to Florida’s best
quaint, historic, eclectic, and
exceptional inns and bed and

$21.95

hh

hb

Florida Lighthouses

Visiting Small-Town

Best Eackroads of florida
Florida
Douglas Waitley
Bruce Hunt
Presented in three volumes,
A guide to Florida’s small
these books explore the small
towns and their sights, from towns and backroads of north,
museums to great eateries.
central, and south Florida.
S14.95 pb
S1495 pb
3 vols

Florida Places and Legends

Florida Lighthouse Trail
Thomas Tayloç ,,Si295 pb

Lighth;use of the Florida Keys
Love Dean

J24.95hb$1&95 ph

A

Is

*
-

The Streets of

Apalachicola Bay

Key West

Kevin Mccarthy
Visit the
communities of
ApaachicoIa Bay,
and explore the

1. Wills Burke
This book tells
the history of’ the
streets of Key
West and their
namesakes.
S16.95 hi,

history
surrounding it.
S18.95 ph
Floridas
Ghostly Legends
and Haunted
Folklore

Florida Place

Names
Mien Mnrrk

Guide to Florida Lighthouses
Floor Dc Wire
$495 pb

Bansemer’s Book of Florida
Lighthouses

Roger Bansemer
These four books provide four different
approaches to the history and beauty of
Florida’s many lighthouses.

800-746-3275

$29.95 ]ib

Greg Jenkins

Find out the
origins and

In two volumes,
these books tell
the ghostly
stories of Florida.
vol U $1495 pb
vol 2: $12.95 pb

meanings of the
counties and
cities of Florida.
$21.95 hb
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Key West Memories
Folk artist Mario Sanchez created this scene or Crawfish Jack peddling his wares on a street in 1930s
Key West. Sanchez, who died last year at age 96, depicted the Old Key West of his childhood.
THE GRANDSON of a Cuban
immigrant cigar worker, Sanchez
carved and painted bas relief images
on wood. His artworks reflect his
memories of actual people and
buildings in Key West and include
scenes of the docks and the daily catch,
the Bahamian ftineral parades and the
children flying Cuban kites, the cigar
&ctorics and the grocery stores, and
the many iocal characters who gossiped
and walked along the streets.
Image of Sanchez work courtesy of the Key West Museum
of Art & History in the Custom House.

Cultural Landmarks
Photographer Patty
of

DiRienzo, a resident of

AT BUD N’ MARY’S Fishing
Marina, est. 1944, on Islamorada Key,
lifelong fishing guide Cecil Keith said:
"It takes quite a while to learn the
backcountry-the tides, the types of
fish.. It’s a beautiful place. There are 30
fiamingoes eating all over the flats and
thousands of white pelicans. I could go
back there everyday. It’s in my b100d."

52

St. Petersburg, captured numerous scenes and voices

Old Florida in her recent FHC-funded project, "ishcamps and Mermaids."

SUMMER 2806

/

FORUM

AT GILBERT’S BAR House of Refuge,
established on Hutchinson Island in
1875, lifelong resident Anita Tilton
Wacha said: "Shirley Culpepper’s father
was in charge of the Coast Guard
station. Her whole family lived there...
Mr. Culpepper would scan the ocean
for asiy signs 0f distress.. . During WWJI
the observation tower was used to spot
enemy boats and planes."

FLORIDA

HUMANITIES

COUNCIL

FERNANDINA WAS STRICTLY a
fishing and shipping town in 1878, the
year the Palace Saloon is thought to have
been built, said former owner Aubrcy
Williams. "There were 22 bars, and they
all catered to sailors. But the Palace was set
out to be a cut above the rest. It was built
to cater to the ships’ officers. Its bar was
made of mahogany and English oak."

‘I

-

For information on upcoming trips to
the Everglades, Fernandina Beach, Madison,
and Apalachicola:
www.flahum.org/gathering
or Monica Rowland at
mrowland@flahum org or 727 873-2005

JOIN US 10R 1 HE NEXT GA11IERINC

CEDAR KEY-October

13-T5, 2006

Once a booming port town, then a vibrant fishing village, Cedar Key is now a
quaint seaside haven for artists and writers. This jewel set in the midst of a wildlife
refuge is the perfect setting for examining the dynamics of change. The maritime
industry is evolving for survival. The environmentally demanding tourism industry
threatens the very charm it seeks. Stewards of the environment are trying to find
a balance. We wit! walk the storied streets with a historian, boar among the outer
islands with an environmentalist, learn about aquaculture with a clam firmer, and
much more.
Registration begins June 26. To register, or for more information, visit
www.flahum.org/gathering or contact Laurie Berlin at lberllii@flahum.org
or 727 873-2006.

A SPECIAL

OFFER

FOR FHC MEMBERS!

For a limited time, all new and renewing
memberships at the $125 and $250+ levels
can choose to receive a great premium.
Membership donations of $250i- may receive a signed
print from photographer Canton Ward, Jr.. Members at this
level may choose either Cedar Key Sunset or St. Marks Pier. Each
12"x16", hand-signed giclee print on

fine cotton paper is mounted
matted with museum-quality materials and is ready to frame.
A beautifii addition to anyone’s collection of Florida art.
and

Membership donations of$125

i

may receive a signed copy ofLand ofSunshine,
State ofDreams; A Social Histrny

2 ofModem Florida.

This masterfully written

new work by acclaimed historian Dr. Gary

Mormino, is a fascinating examination of
the great social, cultural, and economic
forces that drove Florida’s 20th-century
transformation. It is also the 2006
winner of the Florida Historical Society’s
Charkon Tebeau Book Award. A must
have for every Floridian.

Just use the form and return-envelope inside the
magazine centerfold to choose your premium and make your
contribution today. Membership premiums will be sent within 2
to 3 weeks ofreceipt of membership.
St. Marks Pier

This special offer is only valid for $125 and $250+memberships.

For more information or to check on your membership status, contact us at cmeek@flahum.org or 727 873-2001.

FLORIDA
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599 Second Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701-5005
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